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ADMINISTRATIVE AGREEMENT

October 2,2013

With reference to the Amended and Restated Cooperation Framework
Arrangement (the "Amended and Restated Framework Arangement") dated as of
December 6, 2010 between the Government of Finland (the "Donor"), and the
Inter-American Development Bank (the "IDB" or the "BgIk"), I am pleased to authorize
you, subject to a parliamentary approval, to assign from the Donor Account a

contribution of five million Euros (EUR5,000,000.00) (the "Çgntribution'), to be
administered by the IDB to co-finance the IDB program in Haiti entitled: "Support to the
Implementation of the Education Plan and Reform in Haiti", as set forth substantially in
the IDB Project Document (HA-L1060), including its annexes and required electronic
links (the "Elqi.ect Document"), attached hereto as Annex A.

The provisions of the Amended and Restated Framework Arrangement will
apply to this Administrative Agreement. The IDB will administer the Contribution in
accordance with the provisions of the Amended and Restated Framework Arrangement,
except as otherwise provided herein. The financial reporting will be expressed in U.S.
dollars.

Pursuant to Section 4.1.2 of the Amended and Restated Framework
Arrangement, the Donor will deposit the Contribution, upon written request from the
IDB, into an account denominated in euros identified by the IDB in accordance with the
following schedule:

(1) Upon formalization of the requirement
set forth in paragraph Ll7 of the Grant
Proposal (defined below): EUR2,500,000.00 (two million five

hundred thousand Euros)

(2) Following the presentation to the
Donor by the IDB of a second progress
report and no later than twelve months
from the time the first tranche of the
Contribution is deposited: EUR2,500,000.00 (two million frve

hundred thousand Euros)

Upon receipt of the Contribution from the Donor, and pursuant to Section 4.1.1
of the Amended and Restated Framework Arrangement, the Bank will convert the Euros
into United States dollars and will deposit the resulting amount into an account
denominated in U.S. dollars that has been set up to administer resources provided as

grant funds by other donors for this and other Bank projects. The Contribution will be
administered in the account without distinction from other donors' contributions.
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The amount resulting from the conversion of the Contribution into U.S. dollars
will be administered by the IDB as a PSG and will be exclusively used as set forth in the
grant proposal identified as document HA-X1032 (the "Gran!_Plpposal"), attached
hereto as Annex B. In accordance with Section 4.2.2 of the Amended and Restated
Framework Arrangement, the IDB will not be responsible for any exchange rate risk
related to exchange rate transactions.

The IDB shall provide the Donor with the mutually agreed reports contemplated
in Section F of the Grant Proposal.

Notwithstanding Sub-paragraph 4.2.7 of the Amended and Restated Framework
Arrangement, an Administrative Fee will not apply to this Contribution and will not be
charged upon conversion of the Contribution.

This Administrative Agreement satisfies the requirement of a Contribution Letter
for the purposes of Section 4. 1 . I of the Amended and Restated Framework Agreement.

The officers responsible for coordination of all matters related to this
Administrative Agreement are :

For the Donor:

Attention: Director
Unit for Latin America and the Caribbean
Department for the Americas and Asia
P.O. Box 513, FI-0023 Government, Finland
Tel.: +358 295 350 000
E-mail : asa-3 0@ formin.fi

For the IDB:

a. All communications pertaining to Donors relations and resource mobilization will be
directed to:

Attention: Manager
Office of Outreach and Partnerships
Inter-American Development Bank
1300 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20577 U.S.A.
Tel: * 202 623-2107
Fax: * 202 623-4072
E-mail: partnerships@iadb.org

a
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b. Day-to-day communications regarding the implementation of this Administrative
Arrangement shall be directed to:

Attention: Chiet Grants and Co-financing Management Unit
Office of Outreach and Partnerships
1300 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20577
Tel.: + 202 623-2019
Fax: + 202 623-3171
E-mail: orp-gcm@iadb.org

Capitalized terms used but not defined in this Administrative Agreement shall
have the meanings ascribed to them in the Amended and Restated Framework
Arrangement.

I would like to propose that this letter, upon your confirmation where indicated
below, constitutes an Administrative Agreement under the Amended and Restated
Framework Arrangement between the Donor and the IDB.

Sincerely yours,

Director, Unit for Latin America and the Caribbean
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of F'inland

Confirmed and accepted:
. '\

,--)t-->\-----/
Luis Alberto Moreno
President
Inter-American Development Bank

By:
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ANNEX l: Sumnmry Developnrent Effectiveness Matrix (DEM)

ANNEX ll: Results Framework

ANNEX III: Fiduciary Affangentents

RËQUIRED

L POA (Plan of activities for first disbursement and the first I I months of implementation)
http ://idbctocs.iadþ.org/ws4o.cs/gptQqçqFlent.asF,x?DOCN UM:3040783 2

2, Moniforing and Evaluation Arrangernents
httr¡ :1/id bdocs.iaclb.ordWsdogsieetD.gcUnlçrtlqçpf ?DOCNUM=364O13é4

3. Complete Procurement Plan

lrtp:¿i¿U¿ocs.ia¿O.o

4. ESMR (Environmental and Social Management Report) (lf requited and as specified in the
for OP-703 ancl Disaster Risk Managernent Policy)
http:/liclbdocs. iadb.org/wsdocs/ÊetDocurnent.asÞx?DOCNUM=3.é407966

OPTIONAL

l. Economic Analysis
http :l/idbdocs.i adþ.org/wsdocs/getDocqme_nt.aspx?DOCN UM=36408 I 07

2, Iìaiti Education SectorNote
htlp://idbdocs.iadb.org/wsrtoosieetDocunrent.aspx?.D,Qçl\ltlM=36275381

Sport for Development Pilot Project - Nofe
htlp ://iclbdoos. iadb.ordwsdocs/geiD,oçWent.aspx?DOCNUM-3643 9750

Haitian Rlucation Plan 2010-2015
htQ ://idbdo cs. iadb.ordwsclocVgetDocu me¡t.aspx?DOCNUM=3622 8454
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Annnpvllttotts

AECID AgencÌa Española Cooperación Internacíonol Para EI Desarrollo
AFD Agence Françaíse de Développntent /French Development Agency
AOP Annual Operation Plan
ASER Annual Status of Education Report
BNC Banque Natianale de Crédit
CDB Caribbean Development Bank
CIDA CanadianlntemationalDeveloprnentAgency
COH Comité Olympit¡ue Haitien /Haitian Olympic Cotnmittee
ECD Early Childhood Development
ElìA Education pour Tous / Education for All
EMIS Education Management Information System
ESMR EnvironrnentalandSocialManagementRepoft
FAES Fonds d'Assistance Economique et Social / Fund for Economic and Soeial

Assistance
GoH Government of Flaiti
HRF Haiti Reconstruction Fund
II{RC InterimHaitianReconstructionCornmission
IHSI Institut lùat:tien de Statistique el d'Informatique I Haitian Statistical and

Computing Institute
IMF InternationalMonetary Fund
INFP Institut National de Formation Professíonnelle / National Institute of

Professional Training
IRP Interactive Radio Program
MEF Ministry of Economy and Finance
MENFP Ministry of Education and Professional Training
MO Manualof Operations
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
MTPTC Mínistère des Trovaux Pultlics, des Transports et Comntunícalions / Ministry

of Public Ty'orks and Telecommunication
MYSCA Ministry of Youth, Sports and Civic Action / Ministère de la Jeunesse, des

Sports et de I'Action Civique
NGOs Non-Governmental Organization
ORP Office of Outreach and Partnerships
PEFA PublicExpenditure&FinancialAccountability
PEMFAR Public Expenditure Management and Financial Accountability Assessment

Report
PNCS Progrnmme National des Cantines Scolaires / National School Canteen

Program
PRODEV Progress and Development Foundation
PSG Project Specific Grant
SIIGPP Système Intégré d'Information et de Gestion de Prograrnmes et Projets

SMC School Management Committee
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I'VET Technical and Vocational Education and Training
UCP Unìté de Coordinatian des Projels / Pro.iect Coordination Unit
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiz*tion
WB World Bank



PROJIICT SUMMARY
IIAITI

SUPPORT TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OFTIIE BDUCATION PLAN AND REFORM IN I{AITI
HA-Lt

)eneficiary: lìepublic of Haiti
ìxecuting Agency: Ministry of Educ¿tion and Professional
training (MENFP) and Fund l"or Economic and Social
\ssistance (^Ëo nds d'Àssi.ttance Econoniaue et óbcr¿rËFAES)

\mortiz¿tion period: ,{iA

3race period: .l/A

)isbursement period: 16 months

Source Arnor¡nt US$ o/o nterest rate: ,l/A

DB IGRF} 50-000.00( 88% iunervisiou and insÞection fee: \iA
tarallel financins lSouthcom) 4.190.00( 7o/o lredit fee: \ù/A

lo-fi nancins lof comnonent 3) 2-600.00( 5o/o )urrency: JS$

lotal 56.790.00( lOOo/o

)roject objecf ive./description :

l'his operation will contribute to the Bank five-year progranì supporting the following objectives of the Haitiar
iducation PIan: (i) improving access to educafion; (ii) imploving the quality of education; (iii) improvin¡
lechnical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) opportunities; and (iv) strengthening MENFI
nstitutional capacities and governance (see'ln. l3).

Special contrnctual clauses:
Conditions prior to first disbursçmenû (i) The Ministry of Ëconomy ând Finance (MEF) and FAES shall ente
into and provide the Bank a copy of, an agrçenìent in form and substance satisfactory to tlre Bank, pursuant t<

which MEF will transfer resources fronr the Bank and local contributions, as applicable, to FAES for thr

execution of the project (T3.1); (ii)MENFP shall prcvidg to the satisfaction of the Bank, an update(
memorandum of understanding with FAES to account for the activities developed under this project (tl3.l)
(i¡i) FAES, UCP and EFA shall approve, to the satisfaction of the Bank, revisions to tlìeir tespective manual o:

operations to âccount for the activities presented irr this project and also include, in the case ofFAES and UCP
the environmental and social recornmendations outlined in the ESMR (13.1); (iv)FAES must show evÍdenct

satisfactory to the Bank that its procurement unit is staffed with three procurenrent sp€cialists (12.6I (v) UCP mus

show evidence satisfactory to the Bank that its procurement unit is staffed with one procurenrent specialist (!f2.6).

S¡rccial Execution Conditio¡rs: (i) prior to the execution of Component I, FAES rnust show evidence satisfactorl
to the Bank thal (a) it has extended its existing memorandum of understanding with the Ministry of Publi<

Works, lÌanspo¡tafion, and Communication (MTPTC) establishing the terms of its collaboration with tht
MTPTC's Iaboratory which is responsible for assessing the conforrnity of constructiolt malerials (fl3.2); and (b) i
has contractcd an independent engineering firnr to ensure compliance with anti-seismic and hurricane-safe nornu
turing the design and execufion of new constructio¡rs (f3.2); (ii) under Compotlçnt l, prior to contractin¡
:qnsultants to concluct the technical studies on the new oonstruction sites and contracting fìrms for tht
ehabilitation works, the selection criteria applicable for the construction ofnew schools and tho rehabilitation ol

ichools fìnanced by tlre Bank contrib¡¡tion must be met to tlre satisfaction of the Bank (!f3.2); (iii) undø
Jomponent 1, prior to finarrcing the equiprnent for I sehools to be built by a par"lner, the Bank shall receive

)vidence to its satisfaction that such schools will bç built (1Tl.l6); (iv) prior to the execution ofthe tuition waivel
rfogrant of Component 2, EFA shall implement, to the satisfaction of the Bank, â new atcounting system anc

,repare an accounting nranual (Annex III {4.l.e); and (iíi)priorto the execution oflhe sporfs center activity o1

)omponent 3, (a) all necessary co-financings, estimated at an anount of at least US$2.6 million shall have been

iecurçd in a timely manner to the satisfaction of the Bank; and (b) FAES, the Ministry of Youth, Sports and Civi<
\otion (MYSCA) and the Comité Olyrnpique Hailien (COH) shall enter into and provide the Bank a oopy of e

nemorandum of understanding establishing the terms and conditions pursuant to which COH wiil be directþ
:ontracted bv FAES to coordinate this activity under the supervision of MYSCA ('!11.26).

Exceptions to Bank policies: N/A
Speclal Aspccts:
l Additional cofinancings are contemplat€d to support the components of this project without seeking furthe

Board approvals, to the extent ceÍain Board approved condifions are met $12.2 andl2.3).
¿. PNCS and COH will be hired directlv Dursuant to Bank Drocûrernent nolicies (f3.6).

Proicct oualifîes forr SEOI X PTI T Sector I I GeoemnhicIl Headcountf I
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I. DnscruruoN AND Rpsulrs MoxrroRu,tc

Background, problem nddressed, justification

Education in Haifi: main constraints and opportunity. At tho time of the
earthquake, Haiti hadjust begun to recover from a series ofhurricanes and other
external shocks that impacted the countly in 2008 and taxed a chronically
underperforming education system. Limited access, uneven and low quality of
education, as well as insufficient regulatory and supervision capaoity of the public
sector characterizes a system in which 9Ao/o of the supply comcs through
non-public providers. The earthquake exacerbated these challenges, rendering
inoperable an estimâted 25To of basic and secondary schools, 70% of technical
and vocational centers and most universities. The education sector sustained
damages and destruction estimated at US$480 million. Parents' ability to pay for
schooling was also affectcd, as the share of two income households has fallen
from 66 to 17.5%. The Ministry of Educatiorr and Profbssional Training
(MENFP) whose building collapsed, continues to operate with reduced stafl in
tetnporary structures or tents.

Despite a high demand for education, many Haitian children remain out of school,
mainly due to an insufficient public supply of education (8% of the gradc l-9
schools) and the cost of private ahernatives. About 500,000 prirnary school-aged
children were out of school prior to the earthquake. The future of Haitian children
is also undennined by the low transition and completion rates. About 94Vo of
children enrolled in primary schools are over-aged, resulting in low net
enrollment rates (estimated between 50 and 60% depending on sources) and high
gross enrolhnent rate exceeding l20o/o. This specificity is explained by late entry
(53% of grade l-6 students), combined with high dropout rates (12o/o), resulting in
low completion rates (79% at primary level; DFIS 2005) and low literacy. At the
preschool level, total enrollment represents two third of the school age population;
this falls to22o/o at the secondary level (MEN[L2AI0).

For most children, non-public schools, representing around 9Ao/o of tho supply of
education and characterized by highly variable quality and cost, are the only
option available when f¿milies can afford paying. The most recent estimate of the
annual cost of tuition at non-public institutions (US$120 at preschool, US$160 at
grade l -9, and US$350 at secondary level) represents a significant expense for the
760/o af the population living on less than US$2 a day, resulting in no education or
a Èw years of schooling that does not prevent them from illiteracy. Indeed, the
household socioeconomis level, besides its structure and the education of parents,
are the most important deierminants of schooling in Haiti (World Bank. 201!).

Children who have access to education are generally provided with a low quality
education, especially in the 92% of non-public schools lacking accreditation.
Haitian adults have the highest illiteracy rate (57%) of the Caribbean region.
According to a study on 2,500 students, literacy skills are extremely poor in

t.2
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Ilrench and not much better in Creole. Third gmders are not able to read moLe

than 25 words per rninute while the international standard is set to 60. They
deliver con'ect answers to less than 10Yo of the questions related to â shûrt and

sírnple text in French and lTVo in Creole. The same study (Go.l-l-2010) also

highlights that students owning at least one book perform significantly better in
reading and up to five times better in comprehension. Such as fbr access,

repetition and drop out, there is no signifrcant gettder difference in terms of
literacy skills.

Though further analysis on the determinants of learning in Haiti is required,

teachers' motivation and skills rnight explain a signilicant share of the low quality
of education. Out of the 60,000 teachers at the grade l-9 level, 80% teach withorrt
having receÍved a relevant diploma and any initialtraining. The low qualifìcation
and motivation of teachers is mainly explained by the lack of training
opportunities, the low level of remuneration (US$150 to US$225 monthly in the
public sector, less in the private sector; Leignel 2010), combined with a lack of
adequate space and materials, and supervision and support from the
administration.

Technical and Vocational Training (TVET) opportunities for Haitians are scarce,

mainly supply-side driven, and little is known about the quality of the training.
Training centers are usually irnderequipped and operate in tÍre absence of
sfandards and regulations. The capacity of the Institut Natìonal de Formation
Prcfessionnelie (INFP, under the MENFP) to regulate the TVET sector has long
been hampered by the lack of resources (US$4 million annually) and

shortcomings in management; for instance, until now INFP operates without a

senior manager, Fuñhermore, the effectiveness of the fraining programs is
undermined by their weak alignment with the private sectof demand, while best
pfactices encourage the involvement of entrepreneufs in the definition of
progmmq as well as on site frainings with workers directly learning the skills
needed by the private sector (IÐ8,20-10).

The education sectorgovernance rosts on a Ministry which receives l0% of the
total Governlnent of l{aiti (Go}.I) btrdgetn controls 8% of the grade I-9 schools,

operâtes with highly centralized procedures and management, and has little
rôgulatory power over both public and non-public schools. ln addition to an

insufficient budget allocation, MENFP has limited technical and administrative
capacity to operate those resources. Since human resources management is
restricted to routine adrninistration (MENFP-20!!-), the personnel is not
necessarily distributed accolding to the needs of the education system and not
held accountable for rcsults. Decentralized offìces have limited power and

capacity to supervise and support schools, especially outside urban arcas. Results
of a recent institutional analysis highlight that better govefnance requires:
(i) infonnation systôns for policy making and monitoring; (ii) a revised legal and

organizational framework for management; (iii) operational norms and

procedures; (iv) improved public capacity to regulafe the non'public sector; and
(v) the decentralization of capacities and decision rnaking.

I.6

1.7
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Planning, monitoring and evaluation are hampered by the scarcity of relevanto

timely, and structured information. Basic statistics on the education system and

the population, such as on the number of schools, their location, the number of
teachers and students by level or the schoot age population,l are scarce and not
reliable. The last population and school censuses were conduçted in 2003 and the
last household survey in 2000. A multi-donor effort is currently supporting the
201 I school census; prelirninary results are expeoted by October 201 I.
Nevertheless, routine data collection and analysis still need to be implelnented.
Hence, reducing the knowledge gap on critical issues, such as the most
cost-effective strâtegy tô reach fi'ee and universal education, the determinants of
education quality, the effectiveness of TVET programs and the sustainability of
the education policy, among others, would considerably improve policy rnaking
and rnonitoring,

Govcrnmcnt stratery for the sector. .4.n opportunity has emetged out of the
horrendous 2010 earthquake for the government to develop a cornprehensive plan
for education ref'orm and long-terrn donors commitment. The plan, approved by
the Interinr Haitian Reconstluction Agency (IHRC) in October 2010, lays ouf the
framework for achieving a tuition-free, well-managed education system open to
all childrén and providing quality educational services. The 2010-2015 plan
combines the reconstruction of educational infrastructure with lasting refornrs of
system management and accountability. The newly elected President of Haiti
which top priority is education, has defined the following threæ priorities for the
ímplementation of the Education Plan: (i) free educatio¡r for 6-12 year old
students combined with a special attention on 4-5 year old (preschool) kids,
through an incrcase in the public supply of education, subsidies and partnership
with the non-public sector; (ii) the provision of TVET opportunities nation-wide;
and (iii) the reform of the curent teacher training system. The implementation of
this plan, estimated to cost US$4.3 billion, implies a massive investment
supported initially by grants from the international community and over time by a

progressive rise in the GoH's contritrution, as public finances are placed on a

sounder footing and domestic revenues increase as a result of the IMF's Extended
Credit Facility Program.

l.l0 Program strategy. In 2010, the Bank pledged US$500 million to support the
governmentos edr¡cation plan over the 2010-2015 period. Of this amount US$250
million will be provided as gl'ant resources from the IDB's Haiti Grant Facility
and an equivalent amount will be co-fìnanced by other donors. In November
2010,the Bank approved its first operation for US$50 million (HA-LI049). In the
first six months of implementation. US$13 million has been disbursed from this
operation and fund-raising efforts have generated an additional US$31.4 million
in co-financing from CIDA (CAD$20m), the Haiti Reconstruction Fund (HRF,
US$lOrn) and Trinidad and Tobago First Citizens Bank (US$lm), as well as l0
million Euros in parallel financing from Agencia Española Cooperoción

t.9
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Inlernacional Para EI Desarrollo (AECID) and US$400,000 from the Barefoot
Foundation. Out of 37 schools to be built within HA-I.1049, l0 construction
workso 20 technical studies and 7 site identification processes have already started
(sçhool map); 30,000 schools kits have been delivered; 70,000 other children have
benefitted from fi'ee tuition for the past and current school year; consultants have
been contracted to support MENFP in the irnplementation of the Education Plan.
Since most of IIA-L1049 resources will be absorbed in 2012 and the currcnt
operation will start disbursing in 2012, the strategy of overlapping operations
allows for continuous and massíve investments over time to respond to the
reconstluction needs.

This operation will further support the transformation of the education system in
Haiti by: (i) consolidating the necessary investments initiated within llA-L1049
(Grant 2464IGR-HA), in particular to increase education supply, subsidize
education costs and strengthen MENFP executing and regulatory capacity; and
(ii) intensifling qualitative improvements of the system, especially through
innovative teaching and leaming tools in fhe classroorns, learning nreasurement

systems and public-private partnership for the management of TVET centefs.

Rigorous irnpact evaluation and monitoring to be conducted within this operation,
will allow for further qualitative refronns within the next Bank's operations. The
I{aiti Eclucation Sector Note, especially its annex II, provides å more detailed
framework ofthe IDB annual contribution to the Education Plan objectives.

Consistency with Country Strategy and IDB-9. The proposed project is fully
aligned with the Country Strategy Update (2010-2011) (CN-2465-2), regarding
the strategic objectives of improving the access and quality of education,
reforming TVET and strengthening the MENFP's institutional capacity. Finally,
the project will contribute to fhe following GCf-g targelsr (i) small and vulnerable
countries; and (ii) poverty reduction and equity enhance¡nent.

Objective, components and cost

This operation will contribute to the Bank's five-year program supporting the
following objectives of the Haitian Education Plan: (Í) improving access to
education; (ii) improvirrg the quality of education; (iii) ilnproving TVET
opportunities; and (iv) strengthening MENFP institutional capacities end
governance. More specifically, IIA-L1060 objectives arc tot (i) increase the
public supply of education benefitting 15,000 children annually; (ii) reduce

education costs for 75,000 prirnary students; (iii) improve education quality
through educational and technological innovations benefitting 13,500 children;
(iv) Ímprove TVET opporfunities through a sustained investment elÏìort and

innovations in managing the sector and training centers benefitting at least 600
youth annually; and (v) increase MENFP's capacity to implement the Education
PIan and regulate the education sector.

t.t2
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Ll4 Component l,lncreased public supply of education from preschool to grade 9

for 15,000 children annually (US$23.8 million). This component contributes to
the objective of increasing public educatiorr supply. Key activities to be financed
are: (i) the construction and equipment of 20 public schools in areas deprived of
schools; (ii) the rehabilitation of l5 public schools damaged by the earthquake or
needing upgrades and the equipment of eight schools financed by a paltner; and
(iii)the operationalcosts of two schools in a relocation area near Port-au-Prince.
In total, this operation will benefit 45 schools and 15,000 children annually.

l.l5 At the end of this operation, 20 new public schools will be functional in districts
that are deprived of any type of school. Each school will operate with at least I I
teachers and 410 children in two preschool classrooms and nine grade l-9
classrooms. All schools will have an administration building, including an office
for the director and a working room for teachers, an equipped library, sanitary
facilitíes, a school canteen and kitchen. Each school will also be equipped with
energy and water systems, individual chairs and desks, and be accessible for
disabled children. This operation will also finance the identification of 120 new
sites fur construction, on the basis of objective and consistent criteria, to prepare
for co-financing and subsequent Bank operations.

Ll6 Rehabilitation works and equipment will target 15 schools that have been
darnaged by the earthquake and needing upgrades for safety reasons or to comply
with MENFP standards,2 in particular enCuring that the schools offer continuous
education from grade I to 6 at least. Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF)
and MENFP must commit to allocate the necessary administrative and teaching
staff before the beginning of works for all new and upgraded schools. All new
constructions will comply with building codes against natural disasters curently
in use in Haiti and MENFP design guidelines. All school directors and
committees benefitting frorn the project will be trained and provided with a
maintenance plan. Additionally, equipment will be provided aÍÌer eight schools
are built with parallel frnancing from the partner Southcom (US Army).

l.l7 The project will support the operation of two schools being built under prior
project (HA-L1049) in the Zoranje area (near Port-au-Prince), where the Bank is
also financìng the construction of 400 houses for displaced population. A locally
based NGO will operate the schools benefitting at loast 800 preschool to grade 9
students. It is expected that by 2014, MENITP will be able to operate the two
schools.

l.l8 Com¡ronent 2. Tuition-frce and quality primary education for morc 75,000
childrcn nnnually (US$8.8 million). The objective of this component is to
support the demand for education by subsidizing households' education expenses,
fhus encouraging access and retention. This operation will conhibute to the
government's strategy to provide universal and free educatíon to all 6-12 years

Following the MENFP standards: (i) eight classrooms from preschool (25 students each) to grade 6
(40 students cach); or (íi) I I classrooms from preschool to grade 9.
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old by 2015. Key activities to be financed arc: (i)tuition waivers for 35,000
childre.n attending non-public schools; (ii) fiee school materials, uniforms and

textbooks for 30,000 children; and (iii) teaching materials for 2,000 teachers.

1.19 As with HA-L1049, this operation will support the free enrollment of 35,000
children in 200 non-public sôhools for two aãditional years of prirrtary education.3

Since 2007, the tuition waiver program has consisted of the transfer of US$90 per

child to 1,223 non-public schools, comprised of US$69 for adminisÍ'ative
expenses, including teachers' salaries, and US$21 for textbooks and learning
materials. Reports indicate that beneficiary schools rnostly comply with selection
criteria, including accrcditation, textbooks per child (three), slass size (45 students
per class), student enrollment târgets, and fee abolifion. Reports also note the need

to implove program management to ensure tirnely payments, schools' support for
cornpliance with technical standards and financial reporting, and the definition of
sanctions, The program will use the same mechanisms as for I{A-LI049, and

contribute to the tuition waiver prôgrâm along with the GoH, Caribbean
Development Bank (CDB), Canadian Internâtional Development Agency (CIDA)
and the World Bank (WB). In addition, technical assistance will be provided to
develop a databasea on beneficial'y schools fo improve targeting, retention, quality
and accreditation.

1.2t Subsidizing education costs will be completed by the provision of basic school
materials (school kits), uniforms (two per students) and textbooks (four per

student) to 30,000 children lîom preschool to grade 6 in approximately 100 public
and non-public schools, including 50 schools built under the Bank's operations
and 50 other public schools offering education frorn grade I to 6 at least, and
located in the poorest districts (pove¡e_¡Aep,20e4). School kits and uniforms will
be provided individualty and cornply with the standards defined by MllNFP.
Textbooks will be provided to schools that commit to implement the textbook
rental system already irnplernented in some schools by MENFP, ensuring an
averagê book life of three years. ln the same schools, 2,000 teachers will be

provided with teaching materials to improve their motivation,

1.21 Component 3. Improved learning o¡lportunities for f3r500 children annually
(US$7.1 million). The objective of this component is to provide opporrunities for
irnproved literacy and mathematics skills in early grades through innovations.
Key activities to be financed are: (i) an interactive radio program to assist
teaching in language and rnath benefitting 12,000 children; (ii) a competitive fund
for educational innovations benefrtting at least I,500 childlen; (iii)technical

The program started in 2007 in two departments (öut of ten in Haiti) and 580 schools selected on a
voluntary basis; it was extcnded in 2008 to six additional departmenfs (for a tokl of eight out of
ten) and 643 schools seleoted according to a competitive process. In sumrnary, beneficiary schools
need to show evidence of accreditafion by MENFP, a qualifìed body of teachers and adequate
irrfrastructure, Schools also sign a contrâct corumitting to use the subsidy to provide three
fextbooks per child and pay teachers'salary, Beneficiary children are selected by the schools.
Compiling data from different sources, including the school census, reading assessme¡rt to be
financed by the World Bank in 250 beneficiary schools, and technical/verification audits,
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assistânce for the development of a national testing system; and

(iv) extra-curricular activities for 6-14 years old in one sport center.

The quality of teaching and learning will be supported through alternative
methods of delivering edueation, including radios or preloaded MP3 players
(in remote areas). While the MENIìP, with UNESCO and CIDA sttpporl, is

developing a unified teacher training system to be operational by 2013, this
program will provide a transitional solution to transform classrooms into
interactive learning environments. Traditional math and reading lessons will bc

supplemented by half-hour programs broadcasted daily into classrooms and

designed to guide teachers through the use of songs, dramas, and interactive
learning activities. This program knorvn in Haiti as Edikasyon a Distans and

officially recognized by MENFP, will be reactivated after an interruption in 2008
due to laok of funding. Impact evaluations have shown that after two years, the

average scores of beneliciaries in Haiti signilicantly exceeded those of
non-beneficiaries in math and comprehension; students also spent more time on

task. Teaching techniques, such as encouraging student participation, âlso

improved.

At the end of the project, 12,000 children from grades 2-4 in 100 schools will
have improved their literacy and math skills. This operation will support the

rupgrade of the interactive radio program, following a rigorous monitoring and

evaluation protocol. For grades 2-4,the existing programs in math and Creole will
be rcvissd and implemented in 100 public and non-public schools randomly
selected within one department. Technical support and training will be provided
to MÊNFP-Radio Educative unit for the implernentation of the program. Future
opemtions and potential co-financing will support the development of the
program for other grades, introduce the use of other interactive devices (mobile
phones, tablet, etc.) and expand it to an increased number of schools.

Competitive Fund for Educational Innovations (the Fund). The objective of the
Fund (US$l million) is to improve the quality of education through the use of
digital technology in 20 schools built or rehabilitated under HA-L1049 and

HÃ-Ll060 and bãnefitting at least 1,500 children (two grades per school).s The
selection process and supervision will be driven by a steering committee
comprised of MENFP experts and technical partners' representatives. The Fund

will finance proposals based on a competitive process and specific technical
criteria, including demonstrated impacts on learning, applicability within the local
context, number of beneficiaries and potential for scaling up. The selection
procÊss will be open to public institutions, Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs), and private groups. Among other issues, proposals should include the
definition of modalities for capacity building within MENFP, and monitoring and

evaluation plans.

Within the framework of the National Education Teohnology StrateËy under the refornrulated
HA-'n093.

1.24
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1.25 This project will contribute to startíng the development of a national testing
system that would provide regular data on learning in Haitian schools. Technical
assistance will be providcd to MENFP to define the rnost cost-effective
methodology. The testing system will inforrn general policy design. At the end of
the project, the tools will have been developed and tested to enable implementation
within the Bank's next operation and in coordination with other donors.

1.26 'l-his operation will also support the development of Extra-curricular spôrts

activities in the Port-au-Prince area. The project aims at providing 7,500 children
aged from 6 ta 14 with enjoyable sport and activity-based learning oppôltunities
that enhance their physical, cognitive and ernotional development, in an existing
sports center in Canefour. The Bank, along with co-financing partners, will
finance the rehabiliafion of the center, equipment, operational costs and the
provision of snacks. The Bank will finance the provision of nutritious snacks if, to
its satisfaction: (i) all necessary co-flrnancings have been secured in a timely
manner to exeoufe thÍs activity; and (ii) FAES, Ministry of Youth, Sports and

Civic Action (MYSCA) and Comitó Olyntpique Ifaifien (COH) have entered into
a memorandum of understandilrg (MOU) establishing the terms and conditions
under which COH will be directly contracted by FAES to coordinate this activity
under the guidance of a steering committee led by MYSCA. The pilot program is

intended to inform the design of a national sport for development program.

1.27 Component 4. Increased TVDT opportunities for more than 600 youth
annually (US$8.2 million), This gomponent aims at improving TVÐT
opportunities and employment for at least 6û0 youth annually and providing
skilled workers for the Northcrn Industrial Park (NIP). Key activities to be

fÌnanced under this crmponent include: (i) technical assistance to INFP to
develop and implement fhe national TVET policy; (ii) the engineering of training
programs in key economic sectors; and (iii) construction, rehabilitation, equiment
and management upgrades in six public centers, including three in the NIP area.

1.28 Technical and legal assistance will be provided to INFP to develop and start the
implementation oftfte TVET national polioy. The policy will identify the needs of
the economy and effective implementing and coordination mechanisms of
training programs across Minisfties, with the involvement of the private formal
and informal sector. In particular, this operation will continue the accreditation of
private training centers stârted under Grant 23S5/GR-HA (HA00l7). A study will
inforrn on the feasibility of a skills certification system (validation des acquis dc

I'expérìence), aimed at certifying skills acquired empirically by workers in both
formal and infor¡nal sectors. To improve the relevance of training, the project will
frnance market studies and technical assistance to develop new progralns in five
key sectors of the econornyo involving relevant pdvate soctor stakeholders. New
programs will provide for more flexibility by being organized by modules and
greater efficiency by reducing their length and introducing double shills in the
centers.
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1.29 This project will contribute to sustain the public provision of training and in*ease
its relevance in six public centers. To increase the TVET supply, HA-L1060 will
finance the construction and equipment of two centem in the north of the country,
one in the south6 and the rehabilitation of the center in Canefour (Port-au-Prince).
Each center will be equipped with at least four workshops meeting the needs of
the local economy. To sustain and improve the ellbctiveness of the TVET supply,
this operation will pilot the implernentation of a new management model in foul
centersT consisting in: (i) an innovative scheme for nranagement, involving the
private sector; and (ii) a selÊsustainable business model to be developed over a
period of no more than two years and supported by decreasing subsidies for
maintenance and operation costs. To improve policy design, this operation will
support the development of a tracking study of trainees six months after graduation.

1.3Û Component 5. Strengthening MENtr'P's executing and regulating cnpacity
(US$6.7 million). At the end of the project, it is expected that MENFP will count
with: (i) a better implementing and regulatory capacity; (ii) an irnproved
inforrnation system for policy design, implementation and monitoring; and (iii) a
stronger coalition of public and private partners supporting the Education Plan.
The project will rnainly fTnance technical assistance to MENFP.

1.31 To irnprove MËNFP execution capacities, technical support will be provided, in
coordination with other donors, for the implementation and monitoring of the
Education Plan. Grant resources will also be used to support MENFP in the
implementation of an accountability system aligning individual and collective
incentives with the plan objectives. A particular emphasis will be given to fhe
definition of annual work plans and performance objectives, at the central and
decentralized levels. To ímprove perfonnance and accountability, this operation
will support the creation of a pool of highly qualified General Inspectors
responsible for auditing the education system and supporting the implementation
of upgraded procedures and nranagement schemes. In coordination with the WB
and USAID, resources will be targeted to the revision of the legal framework and
prccedures lbr regulating and subsidizing non-public providers.

1.32 To improve polícy design, rnonitoring and evaluation, HA-L1060 will also
co-finance the design and operation of an upgraded infonnation system using
available and future school census data (2012,2013 and2014) and other available
data. Technical assistance and training will be plrcvided to MENFP on data
collection and analysis to ensure greater availability and publicity of relevant data.
Finally, technical assisfance will be provided to ensure an adequate monitoring of
the plan's performance, and deepen knowledge on critical issues such as the
systern internal efficiency, the sustainability of the education policy, and
necessary pedagogical reforms, including the secondary level.

Cap Haitien and Jérémie (to be equipped) and Trou du Nord (to be built and equipped).
In Cap Haitien, Gonaives, CanBfour and Jérémie.
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L33 The operation will also contribute to MENFP communication on results in order
to keep the momentum around the Education Plan, within the civil society, the
private seçtor and the international community. This activity will support the

implementation of MENFP communication plan developed under HA-LI049. At
the end ofthe project, eight short docunrentaries on critical issues in the education
sector will have been produced for the national and international audience.

1.34 Cost. The total cost of this operation is US$56.79 million of which US$50 million
will be financed by the Bank, US$4.19 rnillion by Southcom for the construction
of eight schools and US$2.6 million by partners to be identified for the
development of the extra-curricular activities in Carrefour (see Table l-l for
defails). As indicated, the project is open f:or additional co-frnancing aruangements.

C. Key results indicators

1.35 At the end of the 3O-month execution period of thE project, it is expected that:
(i) 15,000 children from preschool to grade 9 benefit annually from additional and
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improved learning space; (ii) 35,000 prilnaiy students will annually benefit frorn
primary education for free (tuition waiver) and 30,000 at reduced cost (school
kits); (iii) 12,000 children will increase their literacy skilts and performance in
math and I,500 will receive improved technology-based education; (iv) 600 youth
will benefit from TVET prograns better aligned with the labor market demand;
and (v) MENFP will have improved capacities to implement the Education PIan
and regulate the education sector, both at the central and decentralized level.

U. Frr.tA¡'{clNc SrnucruRrÄND MAIN Rrsrs

n'inancing instruments

The present operation is the second offive annual projects constituting the Bank's
US$250 million commitment to support the Haitian Education Plan. As for
HA-L1049, a partnership strategy wíll be developed with Office of Outreach and
Partnerships (ORP) to raise the targeted amount in co-financing. Partners such as
the Iìappy Hearts Foundation and I{RF have already expressed interest in co-
financing this operation,

In November 2010, during its consideration of HA-LI049, the Board approved a
proposalthat allows Management to receive contributions from donors to support
any approved component in the form of a Project Specific Grant (PSG) or through
a trust fund contribution (including HRF), each administered by the Bank up to
the aggregate amount of US$250 million, without the preparation and approval of
a separate project proposal. Consistent with the mechanisms created for
HA-L1049, co-financing rcsources raised in support of this operation will be
incorporated in accordance with the corresponding co-financing agreements and
channeled towards HA-L1060 componentq thus increasing their reach and
impact. The approval of a separate project proposal would only be required if the
above mentioned aggregate amount is exceeded or if a donor wíshes to finance a
component not includèd in a Board approved operation or if a proposed
co-financed operation falls outside established Bank policies and procedures. As
in the case of the HRF co-financing (GN-2586, paragraph 8.2), Management will
not charge an administrative fee for donor contributions co-financing a Bank
approved operation with Haiti,

The Board is therefore requested to authorize the President, or such represenlative
as he shall designate, to ent€r into such agreements as may be necessary with
donors a¡rd with the Republic of Haiti to receive, administer, and allocate to this
operation any co-financing resources aimed at support¡ng and executing the
components of this operation. Each operation presented to the Ðoard will report
on co-financing results to date.

2.3
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Environmental and social sâfeguard risks

This operation will have a net positive social impact as targeted communities
benefit from an increased supply of quality education and professional training.
This operation is classified as Category '(8" according to the IDB's
Ënvironmental Safeguards Policy. The key impacts and risks are associated with
the construction and rehabilitation of 35 schools and two training centers in
Comporrents I and 4. These ilnpacts are expected to be minor, highly localized,
typical of small to medium scale consû'uction sites, and readily manageable
through the irnplernentation of environmental, health and safety mitigation
rneasurcs. Though, Ilaiti is prone to natural hazards and has historically lacked
construction codes or agencies regulating the construction and rehabilitation of
civil infì^ash'ucture. Given these considerafions, the IDB reviewed the capabilities,
processes, and tools fbr environmental and social impact assessment and
management by the responsible executing agencies, FAES and UCP. The
Ënvironmental and Social Management Report (ESMR) describes recommended
mitigation measures to bc included in this operation, as well as n'ronitoring and
supervision activities to oversee environmental and social perfurmance.

Fiduciary risk

Based on an updated assessment of financial management and internal and
external control systerns done in August 2011, the proposed operation is expected
to have a low fiduciary risk for components executed by FAES given the strength
of its financial management and control systemso and experience in executing
Bank projects. Thç same assessments co¡npleted in December 2010 and August
2011 for UCP and EFA respectively, conoludes to a medium risk for both, due to
weaknçsses in frnancial reporting in the first case and a lack of appropriate
computerized accounting software and information systems in the second. The
ex-post methodology is recommcnded for the disbursement plocess for all three
executing agencies/units. The fiduciary staff of the Bank will conduct at least two
annual visits per executing agency and unit to review executio¡r of financial plan,
recording of transactions and overall management of projecf documentation.

In 201l, the Bank conducted an institutional assessment and a procurement
analysis of FAES which recommended: (i) the staffing of thc procurement unit
with three procurement specialists, as conditions prior fo first disbursement;
and (ii) keeping FAES under ex-post review for procurement related duties. The
specific thresholds f'or ex-post review are specified in an Aide-Memoire and in
Annex III to this document. Supervision plans will be prepared accordingly and
include serni-annual ex-post reviews of all procureurent processes. The
procurcmenf analysis of UCP concluded to the necd of contracting one
procurement spccialist, as conditions prior to first disburscmenf.

c.

2.5

2.6
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3.1

D. Other key issues and rÍsks

ilI. IUpITTUTTvTATIoN AND MANAGEMDNT PLAN

Summary of implcmentation arrangements

This operation will have two executing agencies, MENFP and FAÐS. FAËS will
execute all components with the exception of Cornponent 4 and the payrnent of
the Tuition Waiver Program (TWP) under Component 2. MENFP will execute the
TWP within Cornponent 2 through its executing unit HFA and Component 4
through its executing unit UCP. FAES, EFA and UCP will report to the MENFP,
which will organize regular meetings with the Bank to review prngress. As
conditions prior to first disburscment: (Ð MEF must sign an âgreoment with
FAES for thc transfcr of Bank and local rosources to FAES for the execution
of the project; (ii) FAES, UCP nnd Etr'A must âpprove updatcs to thcir
current manual of operafions to account for this projecf'$ activities and also
include, in the case of F'ArcS and UCP, the cnvironmenfal and social
recommendations outlined in the ESMR; (i¡Ð MENFII must update its
existing MOU with FAES to account for the acfivities developcd under this
operation; and (iv) the procurement recommendafions sct forth in !p.6 abovc
mnst be met

Site selecfion and safety norms. The site selection for the 20 new public schools
financed by the Bank contribution will be performed by the MENFP and respond
to the following criteria, among others: (i) absence of school in a district;
(ii) availability of land for integration into the public domain; (iii) school age
population from preschool to grade 9 in the district as per official statistics equal
or greater than 800, assuming double shift; and (iv) fonnal commitment of MEF
and MENFP to ftnance and allocate the required teaching and adrninistrative
pcrsonnel on sitc.8 Thc sclcction of public schools for rchabilitation financcd by
the Bank contribution will respond to at least two of the following criteria:
(i) evidence of safety risks at existing school; (ii) lack of classrooms to ensure
continuous education frorn grade I to 6 at least; and (iii) lack of equipment to
ensure proper learning conditions. As with I{A-L1049, grânt resources will be

If criteria are not nret, the resources will be redirected to the reconsfruct¡on of existing schools in
poor conditions and already provided with the necessâry personnel.

3.2
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used to confract at least one struotural engineer to ensure that all new construction
meets the new requirements. FAES wili also extend its MOU with the MTPTC's
laboratory establishing the tenns of its collaboration to review construction
maferials. Proof of compliance with these criteria and conditions will be a
condition prior to the execution of Component L

Competitivc Fund for Educational Innovations. Result-based contracts will be

used for the transfq of funds to benefrciaries upon delivery. The operationâl detâils
for the Funds' management will be developed in a specif.rc manual of operation.

Execution capacify. In the event that additional co-financings representing more
than 20a/o of the initial project cost are rnade available during project execution,
the Bank and GOH will evaluate the executing agencies/units' readiness prior to
disbursing the new resources and make recom¡nendations for further institutional
strengthening, if necessary. To financc institutional süengthening activities,
co-financing will systernatically include a budget line for project execution.

Procurement of works, goods and services, as well as Çontracts for consulting
services will be executed in accordance with the Bank's procurement policies,
rules and procedures (GN-2349-9 and GN-2350-9), colnplemented by the special
procurement prcvisions to address the emergency caused by the 2010 earthquake
(oP-387-3).

Sole source contracts. Sole source selection is proposed for the following
partners and serv.ices: (i) the public agency Prøgramme National des Cantines
Scolaires (PNCS) for the distribution of school kits, uniforms, textbooks and

teachers kits given its unique distribution network throughout the c^ountry, and for
an amount not exceeding ÙS$tOO,O00 from the Bank contribution;e and (ii) COH,
a non-profit organization, given its unique expertise in thc implementation of
sports programs in Haiti, for the operation of the extracurricular activities of
Component 3 for an amount to be determined according to the amount of
co-financing raised for this activity; this contract will be signed only if the
conditions sèt fonh in fll.26 are met.r0 Refer to annex III, 5.4.

Project financial manâgement. Project fÌnancial management will be executed

according ro OP-273-2. EFA, FAES and UCP will open separate bank accounts
for the management of the grant and co-financing resources provided under this
operation. Each executing unit will maintaín proper ftnancial management
systems and will prepare an Annual Operation Plan, a procurement plan and a
twelve-month defailed financial plan indicating cash flow needs for tho project

PNCS was cleaúed in 1997 and placed under the MENFP authority. lt has develo¡led a unique

distribution network of food, deivonrríng pills and vitanrins in the schools of the 10 departments of the

counfy. PNCS has also already d€.livered schools kits within previous operations of the Bank,
includirrg HA-L1049.
Sole source is justified by COH's experience in the implementation of si¡uilar activities with UN
agencies funding at the national lwel, ûo the salÌsfaction of these agorcies. AIso, the COH has

developed a long-term relationship with MYSCA in the implernentation ofsimilar programs.
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execution and serving as the basis for advance of funds disbursements. Advances
of funds will be for the equivalent of funding needs required for six lnonths of
project execution for FAES, four months for UCP and three months for EFA.

3.8 Tuition Waiver Program (TWP). Payments will be based on established EFA
procedures for providing funding for the tuition progrâm. Paynent will be made
in two tranches during the school year. Payrnent of the first tranche (60%) will be
sub.iect to the rcceipt of the approved school listing and will be deposited in the
EFA Central Bank Account opened to that efl'ect. EFA will then transfer funds
from the Central Bank account to an account of the approved School Management
Committees (SMC) opened atthe Banque Nationale de Crédít (BNC). Payment of
the second tranche gÙyù will be subject to the receipt of the verification agency
rcports as required by established EFA procedures. SMCs which have not
complied with established procedures will be excluded in the second payment.

3.9 Financial audits. FAES will be responsible for contracting an external auditor
eligible to the Bank to perfonn the audit of the program, including all
co-financing resoulces, as follows: one annual financial audit including the
review of procurement and disbursement processes of each executing agency/unit
(FAËS, ËFA and UCP) to be submitted within 120 days of the end of each fiscal
year, and a final financial audit to be submitted within 120 days after the last
disbursement date. For the TWP executed by EFA, a financialaudit of the use of
funds by the SMCs, fur schools financed by IDB and co-financing partners, will
be performed based on agreed upon procedures and submitted to the Bank within
90 days following the disbursement ofthe second tranche.

B. Summary of arrangements for monitoring results

3.10 Building on the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) arrangements developed
under HA-L1049, FAES, UCP and EFA will present to the MENFP and to the
Bank a biannual progress report on the indicators included in the results
fi'amework. .4. comprehensive set of monítoring and capacity building activities
has been integrâted into project design and funds have been budgeted accordingly.
A number of individual evaluation frameworks are desuibed in the M&E plan
and include: (i) a plan for a rolling-out of the Bank's school construction
intervention via the selection of at least 120 sites for schools to be fìnanced in the
next three Bank's operations; (ii) follow up surveys for graduates of TVET
centers; and (iii) the impact evaluation of the interactive radio programo via
testing of learning outc,omes on treatrnent and control groups. In addition, the
Bank will conduct quarterly nissions to monitor progress.

C. Significant design activities post approval

3.11 The following activities will be completed aÍler approval: (i) collection of
baseline data for rnissing values; (ii) development of the operational manual for
the management of the Fund; and (iii) development of the operational manual for
the implernentation of the extracurricular activities in Carref:our.
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RRsu¡,rs Fn^luEiYoRK

PrÒj€cl objcct¡vc 'ì-lrís operation rvìll mnfribute lo lhe Bank five-year prograrn supporlirlg lhe following objectivct of the Haítian Education Plan:
(i)ínpoving access to education; (ií)irnproving the quality ofe.ducation; (iii)irnproving TVET oppoluniries; and (iv)strongthening
MBNFP instilutionaì capâoities ârd govenlânce. More specifically, I'!Â-L1060 will result in: (i)increæcd public supply ofeducation
bencfi{ting 15,000 children nnnually; (ii)rcduced educatíon costs for 75,000 prirnary students; (iii)i¡npro¡,ed education quality tlrough
educational and tælnrological iurovations bcncliuing 13,500 childrsn; (iv)irnproved TVET opporlunities lkough a sustained invesùüorìt
effort ¡nd i¡¡novations in managing the sector arìd trainírrg centers benelifling al leâsl 600 youlh ârrnually; and (v)incrcascd MENFP's

lo implement the Dducãlion Plan and ûc educalion scctor.

:'::ii r:ij.i+r:ij_:: r:i:i"at.:::r;:..irlr:i

ì i:iiiìeàifi ìiônlçii ts-¡i':il::ii:r
,rlÍ:liiiii¡iii ;'.n";r ríiÈiiì :ìirri j,r,i

:rBiss20ll
.1ti:;;ìryeti;IlÌii:,i
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iì,äiiii.;1âi.Êë¡iìiiil

iri:iiài¿,oi.iil
::å;:À! Ëbi¡r¡ii.'ti

Gross enrolhnent rale from prcschool to grels 9 ir)
ûe disrricts (sætions communales) targeted by llìc
projcct.

TBD
201 I

TBD
201?-20t3

TBD
2Aß-2014

TBI)
2013-2014

Bas€lirte ro be côllected from the 201 I
census / Annual c¿nsíi, IHSI
popLrlation prujcctions and upgradcd
FAES rcnorls.

Number ofpreæhool to gradÈ I srudenrs bcncfitting
arurually fronr additiohrl ând ímprovcd learning
sDace.

4,000 6,200 I 5,000 t5,000 Baselifle lo bc confinned / FAES ex-
ånls and cx-f)ost evâlualions of
rêhabilitât€d and newly construction

Boys 2.000 3^t00 7,s00 7,500 schools.

Girls 2.000 3.!00 7.s00 7J00

Nr¡mbcr of¡ew schools open for enrolltncnt in arcas
dor¡rived ofschool.

0 0 20 20 FAES pIogrêss roport/PV of reception
by MENFP, FAES ând externâl
supervisior câbinets.Nutnber ofrehabílitated schools open for enrollment

in taryeted arcas (accordíng lo criterià delìncd ¡il tho
POD),

0 5 t0 t5

Number of schools cquip¡red and open for
enrollmsnt

0 I 0 I

Numbø ofscbools open for enrolhncnt in Zorâûie I 2 2 2
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Avcrage grade I -6 reÞntion/dropout rôtes ir
beneficiary schools.

TBD
2011

TIìÐ
2012-2At3

TII¡)
?0t3-20t 4

TBD
2013-2014

Bæelinc to be collectsd from lhe 201 I
ccnsus/lmproved EP'l' pmgress reports
aild school censii.

oüä'i¡iî i r lii',;,:: :i'.:rì'rlii':::Ì.i:. i..1:i:i 
j j: :i:::rj:;ìi :iì: jrì ::-:-:rir:üjr:l :r:;:,¡ ii:iirira+:iÌ1,r::tt t::i...i:rj ìrrj¡ tii

Nùrnbcr ofluitiolr waivers beflefilting grade l -6
students (same 6hort ovcr lrvo school vmn).

35,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 ËPT progress reports and tcchnical
verifi cåtíôrì/åildit ôf the'tWP

Nuurbcr ofschool kits (hasic ÐråtcÎiål), unifor¡lrs scts
(2 uniforms ¡rr child) and textbooks sets (four per
child) delivered to chaldren fron preschool lo güdê
6.

0 30,000 0 30,000 PNCS report årìd FABS reports.

Numbe¡ ofteåcltû kits delivercd to schools. 0 2,000 0 2,000 PNCS rcoort ând FAES renorts.

.Ni li::::iì:jrri::jji::ii:1:r:iìÌi:.liiì:i:i:i l::.:1 Þ::j:;.:i.ti:ti. jì.:ri;:j1:' i

Leârniilg oulcornes for studenß (grade 2.4)
bencfitting from thc interactivo mdio prograrn (% of
stândard deviations).

TBD in
Inpact

Evaluation
(basc 2012)

TBD in
Impacl

Ev¿luaion
0E)

'lBD in lË Data provided by the tesr hnpler¡cntsd
within the impact evaluntion.

Nunrlrcr ofchildren (grade 2-4) beneffting fiom the
inleraclive radio prograln.

0 0 12,000 t2,000 ProBress feport fron lhe IRP
iruplfflenting ägency and verificaf ion
frorn Impact Evah¡âtion data.

Nr¡mber ofchÍldren berrefitting fiom lhe Fu0d for
Educâtiolal Innovation in 2O schools built under
HA-L1049 ârrd H/r-L10ó0.

0 0 lJoo 't,500 F¡{ES progress repo¡ts.

Onc diagnostic tool for learning achievenìents ¡rì

French and Creole to be developed and tested for
carly smdss (l-6).

0 0 I FAES frrogross rcports.

Nr¡urlær ofchild¡en bcnefi{tiog fronr thrçe hour
sessions ofpersonal and physical development at
leâst or)ce a rileek ac(ivílies.

0 3,000 7J00 7,500 COI.I repons ând FiIES prcgtoss
feporls,

Oiitòôiìiì¡::ì;ilii,:-:i.ii. i:¡1,.r:.ti:.ì:.:ir,iil.: ì:i i.i.i t::iir¡.1ì,1!,r+'r:i:r,llr,:.,:i,,1:.'r:1:i: ir;::.:

Nu¡nber of celifìed traiæes amtually in the six
1VET centers.

'f'ut) 400 600 600 Trâinees datâbase ofl'VDT ccDters

% ofhaùrees erhnlovcd six months afìer traíníns, n/a nl^ TßD 2013 T'BD 20t3 Graduate lrainces trackinq survev
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Bìll(l'rojcr dc loi) on 'l'VlîI policy and conelative
fil)a0cirrg lâw subûlilted to the ParlÍamcnt,

0 0 I UCP bi-âs¡rual progrcss reports,

TVET programs reengioccred in five key econornic
scclors, rcdefiÐiIg TVET cr¡r¡icula to the markot
labor demand and reducins lrainins limc-

0 5 0 5

l)ublic ceÐters opEretiilg wjlh a public.privatè board
and lìnancíally sustainable.

0 0 4 4 Financially indcpcndent from subsidics
i.e operalional ard administralivc costs
ofTVË'I centers are inrcgrated and
ccnlers are sclf'su{Iicicnt.

]'VET csnteß rchabílitâtcd or htjlt, cquipped and
oDcrafionâ1.

0 2 J

Dal¿base wilh administratívc data on TVÉ-l'tråitìees
available in all six centers.

0 I I
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Ilercentage of non-public schools accredircd, lBD
20ll

't'ltD
20t2-2413

TBD
20t3-2Ô14

'TBI)

2tt3-2414
Bâsoline to be colleoted liotn the 201 I
c€Dsus / Annûûl censii.

lnstitutionalized infonnation sysrcm operåtioml aDd
providirrg updated and timcly dara.

0 I Indicator is a proxy for tbe MIìNFP
caprcily to use retevoot dâtû for polioy
making ând lnoilitôfing/ FAES

.Oùfl}utS.ri.,iìi,:i:+i.'¡i:ii:itj.tì.,äli::,::.r.iÌì,ji.iìri.ì..irìii:l

Eight workplam ntonitored bÈatrnually
corfcsflonding to each one ofthe thematic working
groups in charg€ ofths EdÙcation Plârl
implemcntation.

0 4 I I Mid term evaluâtíûn fêport/bi-ânnual
evalu8lion ofths Eduoalion Plan
pfogfess nnd annual workplans
imDlementation.

Annual Educalíon Stâtisical Repot produoed a¡d
published.

Censns I
,)

Censii and MENFP informalion
svsteûr.

MbNl.P decree, rwising the legal fralnework fûr the
regulation ofthe non-public school and *cc¡editation
proccdurcs, is prepared and circulated within thc
aduinistmtio¡r

0 I 0 Progress report from MENFP / Mid
lerm gvsluâliDn rÊporl.

Th¿matio video.docutnenlâriôs on the edùcâtíôn
seclor p{¡blished ón th€ intemcl,

0 3 5 I Progress report froln MENFP.
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F''IDUCTAIIY ARRANGEMENTS

COUNTRY: CCB/CFIA

PROJECT N": I{A-LI060 - NAME: Support to the Implementation of the Education Plan and

Reforrn in Haiti

EXECUTING .AGENCYT: Ministy of Education and Profesional Training (MENFP), through
Education for All (EfA) for the tuition waiver progratn within component 2 and Unité de

Coordination des Projets (UCP) for component 4, and "Fonds d',4ssistance Economique et
Sociale" (IìABS).

PREPARDD llY: Marise E. Salnave and Emilie Chapuis

I. Execufive Summary

l.l The latest evaluation reports of the Republic of I'laiti's Public Finaneial Management
(PFM) systems are: a) the Haiti - Public Expenditure Managem.ent and Financial
Accountability Review (PEMFAR IDB WB, January, 2008) and the

"Haiti-Amélioration de la Gestion Financière et Cornptable'(FMI, 2009). Additionally, a

PËFA evaluation was conducted in 2007 and curuently a new evaluation is being caried
out at the request of the Government of Haiti (GoH) and with the financial and technical

support of the European Commission (EC); results are expected in the third qualter of
2011. The latest âssessment of the procurement system in Haiti was undertaken in the

context of the 2007 PEMFAR and conducted in accordance with the methodology for
assessment of national procurement systems based on the OECD/DAC-World Bank
Working Croup indicators. Country financial management systems and external control
mechanísms, as evidenced by lecent diagnostics, would require further improvetnents
prior to confonn to levels consistent with their utilization fot the fiduciary management

of IDB funded projects. To mitigate these weaknesses the Bank will continue in the
foreseeable fûture to: (i) rely on special project execution units for all projects; and (ii) to
conduct close operational supervision of executing agencieslunÍts and activities to
strengthen MENFP institutional capacity. External control will be performed for all Bank
operations by independent audit ftrms acceptable to the llank.

il. Executing,{gcncy'sFiduciaryContexf

A. Fottds d'Assistunce Economique et SocÍale {F'AES)

2.1 FAES has extensive experience in executing Bank financed projects. The Directìon
Adntinistrative et Financière (DAF) is responsible for the adlninistrative and linancial
management of FAES. Modified cash basis is used for accounting purposes. FAES has

recently upgraded its accounfing software with a new version of TOMPRO,
FINPRONËT. FAES will therefore be able to better monitor its budget execution. FAES

References to executing agencies throughout the document mean indistinctly such executing agencies or, to the

extent applicable, their executing uni(s) nalned in this document.
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is in the process of completing the implernentation of SIIGPP which will ensure a closer
monitoring of advances of the various projects including the managelnent of contracts.
FAES has in place a prosess for budget execution follow-up. 'llhe aclrievernents are
compared with the budget estimates on a quarterly basis.

On I May 2007, it was considered that FAES had the capacity to perform procurement
related duties for goods, works and services in conformity with the Bank's procurement
rules and procedures and FAES was placed under ex-post review rather than ex-ante fbr
all pt'ocurement processes other than the international biddings. Also, FÂES has created
an internal workflow governing all procurement processes and ensuring compliance with
Bank's rules and Procedures. These guidelines describe clearly all the steps of the
procurement process, fro¡n checking the availability of funds untit contract signature and
monitoring. 'l'o date FAES counts with one Procurement Specialist based at its Head

Quaúers; an institutional analysis performed in July 201I recommends that the
procurement function should be reinforced to count with 3 procurement specialists.

Education for All (EFÁ.)

This operation will be the second IDB project executed by the MENFP through its
executing unit EFA. The frnancial management of project rosources is done by the
Coordinator and the Financial Specialist of the EFA. They are assisted by, a Financial
Specialist Assistant, two accou¡rtants and an internal control specialist. EFA does not
have an information system (server), The accounting soflware currently used by EFA is
the GESCOMPT. The latter presents limitation in the recording ol'transactions and the
managemont of various operation components and lacks minimum information serurity
requirements. To mitigate software shortcomings, EFA will be replacing CESCOMPT
with TOMPRO which is the same software that was used by FAES. EFA uses double
entry accounting for the recording of transactions. Aside from its operating manual, I1FA
does not have in place an administrative and accounting manual.

Accordíng to an evaluation performed in August20ll, all mechanisms are in place from
the establishment of the proourement duties within the institution to contraot
management, contemplating all the different steps of the procurement process. It is also
worth noting that tbe World Bank just finished a general evaluafion where it was decided
that EFA would be placed under ex-post procurement review starting August 201 l. EFA
counts with one procurement specialist and one procurement associate, both very fbmiliar
with Bank's rules and procedures. It should be noted that EFA will be responsible for
only one procurement process under the present operation (recruítment of the firm for the
technical verification of the tuition waiver progranr).

Anift de CoardÍnøtìon des Projels (UCP)

UCP is the executing unit for one of Bank projects (2385/GR-IIA) since November 2005"
The financial management and procuremont services are managÊd by the: Coordination
Adminístrutíve and Financière. The accounting software cunently used by UCP is

QuickBooks. Modified cash basis is used for accounting purposes. The auditors
expressed a qualified opinion on the financial statements for the period ending December

B.

¿.t

2,4

c.

2.5
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31,2010 and June 30, 201l. This decision is based on the fact that the audifors noted
unexplained differences for an amount of $2,625 betwee¡r the expenditure presented in
the stateinent of investments and the cumulated expenses sent to Bank for period ending
December 31,2010. Acconding to the auditors this is mainly due to weaknesses in
internal control in the preparation of disbursement requests sent ûo the Bank and errors in
the recording of the expenditure. UCP is currently addressing auditor's comments.

2,6 UCP has extensive experience in rnanaging Bank financed procurement activities under

prqect 2385/GR-HA which arnounts to US$22 millions. An evaluation was performed

during the preparation of the present operation in order to better assess UCP's capacity to
exeçute all procurement dutiss foreseen under Component 4. The results of the analysis

show that UCP has the structuml capacity to undertake all procurcment duties
coresponding to Component 4 of the operation. Indeed, the proourement function ís

incorporated in the Administrative and Financial Coordination and the procurement

responsibilities are clearly defined through the already existing operation manual that will
be updated for the execution of the pressnt operation. As of today, since UCI) does not
count with a procurernent specialist, UCP will have to recruit a new procurement specialist
and ensure his/her training to Bank procurement procedures within the best delays.

In. Fiducinry risk evaluation and mitigation actions

A. Fonds d'Assìstance ßconomigue etSocíalc (FAßS)

3.1 An update of the financial mânagement and internal control assessment perforrled in

Sepfember 2010 was completed on August 30th, 201I by Financial Specialist and based

on results; llank believe that the proposed operation is expected to have low fiduciary
risk for çornponents executed by FAES due to the strength of its financial management

systems nnd internal and external control procedures and FAES lengthy experience in the
execution of Bank projects Bank recommends that ex-post review rnethodology
continued to be used for procurement and disbursements purposes.

3.2 The FAES will be the main Executing Agency who will perform procurement related

activitíes under all pmject cotnponents, except for the tuition waiver ptogram in
Component 2 and Component 4. On I September 2010, an analysis was perforrrred by the
Bank to evaluate FAES's procurement capacities and it was found that FAES had the

capacities to be placed under ex-post supervision. The decision was renewed on February
201I under Grant2464/GR-HA. It is therefore recommended that FAES renrained under

ex post review for the execution of this operation in order to maintain coherence with the

modalities of execution of the other operations. The same conditions will apply.Given
the workload placed on the 'institutÌon as a whole, the recruitment of at least two
additional procurement specialists should be anticipated as preliminary condition to the

lÌrst disbursement. It is essential that the present contsxt be considered as presenting a

rnedium risk to the good execution of the operation and rnore specifically of the
procurement processes.
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Education for All (EFA)

An assessment of EFA financial lllânagement and intemal and external control procedures
was completed by Financial Specialist on August 31,2011. Based on the results, the Bank
considers EFA overall risk rating to be medium due to lack of appropriate cornputerized
accounting software and information systems. The Bank recommends that ex-post review
mefhodology üo be used for disbursements purposes.

methorlology

As mentioned above, ËFA will be responsible for only one procurement process. Given the
existing structure and the nature of the procurement duties that will be performed by EFA
under this new operation, there is no specific anticipated risk in tenns of procurement
management and execution. EFA has adequate capacity to perform in accordance with
Ilank's rules and procedures, and given also the nâture of the procurement process that will
be taking place, EFA will be placed under a supervision ex-ante.

Uníté de Coordínation des Projets (UCP)

An assessment of UCP's financial management and internal and external control
procedures was completed by fiduciary financial management specialist on December 14,

2010. Based on the results, the Bank considers UCP overall risk rating to be mediurn in
the following areas:

3.4

c.

3.5

¡ Absence of internal confrnl
ntechanisms in current structure
whe¡e one accountant manages all
aspects pertaining to financial
management for one project.

r EFA has hired during the month of August 2011 a Financial

Specialist Assistant ancl is in the procæs of reorganizing its
accounting unít. Instead ofhavittg an accounúarú per project,

there a¡e currently distributing accounting functíons atnong the
two Accountånts, the Financial Specialist Assístant and the
Financial Specialist, An accounting tnanual will also be in
olace bv the end ofthevear.

r Unreliable financial accounting and
financíal reporting due to the lack of
appropriate computerized
accounting systenr and infor¡nation
systenrs.

¡ EFA is currently in the process ofinr¡rlenrenting new
accounting software (TOMPRO) which will be used for the
financial management of funds. Implementation is

scheduled to start during the rnonth ofSepternber 201 l.
Servers have been purchased on should be inst¿lled within
tu,o months. An IT specialist is also to be hired.

. Querterly financial reports including budget execution will
be required. The operation's AOP and financial plans will
be used as a basis for the nlonitoring ofproject execution.

¡ Bank Fiduciary staffwill conduct ât least two inspectÍon
visits to review the recording oftransactions and the proper
dooumentation of fìnancial records,

Bank revlew fo he used for díshnrsenrenlq

. Weak financial reporting due to
undocumented adjusf ment
accounting entriçs and incoruect
accounting entries.

r Rccruifment ofqualificd ûccountant The Executing Unit has

recently replaced its âccountârìt and is in the process of
corecting several incoruect accounting entries.

. Bank Fiduciary staffwill conduct at least two inspection visits
per yeâr to review the recording oftransacfions and the proper
documentation of financial records.

reco¡¡rmends that ex-post reviow uethodology fo bs used for disbursenlenfs purposes.
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Based on the experience the Bank has had with that specific Executing Agency and the
results of the said analysis, the Bank considers UCP overall risk rating to be rnedium in
the following areas:

r Executionoftheprocurement
processes,

. Reguit¡nent and training of qualified procttrement specialist
who will need to familiarize with Bank procurernent rules and
procedures,

¡ Bank Procurernent Specialist will assist in the training phase

and will perform supervision as needed i¡: orderto ensure good

and eflicient execution ofthe oþeration.
'Ihe lJa¡rk rccornmcnds that ex-ante revíew ulethodolog¡l lrc procurcnìcrrl pu rposes.

W. Aspects to bc consielered in the Special Conditions of Contract

4.1 Special cond¡tions precedent to first disbursement:

a. Special Accounts and authorized signatures: FAES, EFA a¡ld UCP will open separate

bank accounts at the Central Bank of l{aiti for the management of grant resources and
also for additional resources from co-financing partners.

b. Listings of authorized signatures are to be provided to Bank for each executing unit.

c. All Executing Units will have to update their chart of accounts to reflect cument

operation.

d. FAES, EFA and UCP will update their manual of operations to reflect cunent
activities ând I{A-L I 060 resources.

e. Implementation of the accounting system and preparation of an accounting manual

for EFA will be required as a condition to first disbursement for Component 2.

f. FAES will have to recruit two procurement specialists. UCP will have to recruit one
procurement specialist, as prior condition for disbursement.

4,2 Audit special requircments: External auditors eligible to the Bank will be hired to
perform the audit of the program as follows: (i) one annual financial eudit of the progrâm
(FAES, EFA and UCP) including an annual review of procuretnent and disbursement
processes of each executing unit to be submitted within 120 days following the closing of
each fiscal year; (ii) an independent verification of funds disbursed by the Bank and

Co-financing pârtners f'or school subsidies provìded under Component 2 to be submitted
to the Bank \¡/ithin g0 days following the dísbursement of the second tranche of school

subsidies; and (iii) a final financial audit of the program (FAES, EFA and UCP) to be

submitted within 120 days after the date of the last disbursement. FAES will be responsible

for the audit process and the hiring of the audit firrn. Bank recommends that the audit finn
which perfonns the audit of IIA-LI049 also be used for the audit of H4J",1060.

V. Fiduciary Arrangements for Procurement Execution

A. Procurement Execntion

All project relatcd procurement activities will bE performed by FAËS, UCP and EPT
following Bank's Procurement Policies: Policies for the Procurement of Goods and

3.6

5.1
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Works financed by the Inter-American Developrnent Bank (GN-2349-9) and Policies for
the Selection and Contracting of Consultants financed by the Inter-America¡r
Development Bank (CN-2350-9) and the Disposiciones Especiales solsre adquisiciones
pørø atender la emergencia causada por el terrenoto del 12 de enero de 2AI0 en la
Republica de Haiti IOP-387-l).

Procurement of Works, Goods and Non-Consulting Services: The contracts for .

Works, Goods, and Non-Consulting Services2 generated under the project and subject to
lnternational Competitive Bidding will be executed through the use of the Standard
Bidding Documents (SBDs) issued by the Bank. The processes subject to National
Competitive Bidding (NCB) will be executed through the use of National llidding
Documents agreed to by the Bank. The technical specifications review during the
preparation ofthe selection process, is the responsibility ofthe project sector specialist.

Selection and Contracting of Consulúants: 'lJre consulting services contracts generated
under this project will be executed through the use of the Standard Request for Ploposals
(SRFPs) issued or agrted to by the Bank. The terms of reference review fol the selection of
consulting services is the responsibilþ ofthe project sector specialist.

Direct Contracts: The justification for the two foreseen direct contracts is given below
in accordance with the Bank's Procurement Rules and Procedurçs.

i. PNCS: The public agency National School Feeding Program (Prog'amme Nøtional
de Cantine Scolaires - P¡fCÐ will be for contracted on a sole source basis br the
distribution of school kits, uniforns, textbooks and teachers kits. The total amount of
this contract will not exceed US$100,000 from the Bank contribution. PNCS was
created in 1997 and placed under the authority of the MENFP. It has developed a
unique distribution network of food, deworming pilts and vitamins in the schools of
the I0 deparlments of the country. PNCS has also already delívered schools kits
within previous operations of the Bank, including I{A-LI049 (in execution). PNCS
provides distribution services under programs financed by the Education For All
Fund, the World Food Program and the World Bank (school canteens). PNCS
contract is expected to be signed by June 2012 for a delivery of the materials in the
schools befole the beginning of 201212013 school year.

ii. COH: The Comité Olympique Haitien (COH), a non-for-profit organization, will be
for contracted by FAES on a sole sourçE basis for the implementation of the sports
prograrn in Carrefour (Component 3). Bank resources for this activity (not exceeding
US$400,000) will be eligible as soon as the co-financing required for the
implementation of the entire program have been secured. Bank resources will finance
the nutritious snacks provided to the beneficiaries; co-financing will finance the
rehabilitation of the infrastructure, the sports equipment for the beneficiaries and the
program implementation by COI{ (sports and educational program development and
trainers salaries). The amount of COH's contract will be determined accolding to the
amount of co-financing raised for this activity. COH will be responsible for the
coordination ofthe acfivities related to Sports Center in Carrefour only, while FAES will

Policies for the Procurement of Goods and Works Financed by the Inter-American Development Bank
(CN-2349-9) paragraph l.l: The services different fo consuhing services have a sinrilar process as
procurement ofGoods.
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be responsible for all fiduciary âspects (disbursement / procurement) of the program.

Sole source is justified by COH's experience in the implementation of silnilar
activities with UN agencies funding at the national level, to thc satisfaction of these

ageneies. Also, the COI-I has developed a long-tenn relationship with Ministry of
Youth, Sports and Civic Action (MYSCA) in the irnplementation of similar
programs. For further information, please refer to the Annex II of the optional link of
the main document on the sport center activities. The contract is expected to be

signed in June 2012 and end in June2014.

Selection of Individual Consultants: The selection will be made in accordance with
Bankns Procurement rules and procedures and will consist in evaluating the capacity of at

least three candidates against set and agreed Terms of References.

Thresholds (milcs US$)

However, the thresholds applied to the procurements of this operation follow the ones

established in the Appendix I of the Disposiciones Especiales sobre adquísíciones para
atender Ia emergencia cøusada por el lerremoto del 12 de enero del 2010 en Ia
Republica de lIaíti IOP-387- I ).

c. Main Procu remcnt Activities

5.6

Water and Energy
School textbooks
Eouinnrent of3 centers

1,700,000.0(
600,000.0(

3-600,000.0(

ICB
DC
ICB

Ex-ãrte
Ex-ante
Ex-ante

Jan- l3

A,n¡-12

Apr-13

Jul-12

Construction Works
Rehabilitation Works
Construct. & Rehad oftwo centers

9,500,000,01
3,000,000.01
2.900.000.01

ICB
ICB
ICB

Ex-ante
Ex-ante
8x-ânte

Jul-12
Jul-12
Jul-12

Apr-13
Apr-13
Anr-13

Marerial distribution
UpdâtÊ of the program and implementation
In:plententation oftoohnology solutions i¡r
20 schools.

I00,000.0t
2,000,000.0t

700,000.0t

DC
sBQC
SBQC

Ex-ante
Ex-ante
Ex-ante

Mar-12
Apr-13

Oct-I2
Jun-l 4
Jun-14

Technical ancl legal assistance for the
developnrent and implementaiion of tlre
TVET nolicv.

I05,000.0( S¡C Ex-ante Mar-12 Mar-13

Intenlational technical assistance for the
irnnlenrentation of the Platr.

210,000.0{ SIC Ex-ante Feb-12 Jun-14

*To access the I LÍonth procurcrncnt plan, click here Link to procurêmenf plall

Including different services other than consulting.
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Itrocurcm cnt Supcrvision

As explained above, procursment related act¡vit¡es perficrmed by FAES will be subject to
an ex-post review in confurmity with the dispositions agreed by F,{ES and the Bank on 9
February 201 1. Procurement activities perfurmed by EFA and UCP will be subject to an
ex-ante review.

Threshold for Ex-Posf Revicw

=/<US$l.000.000 l:l< =l< : /<30

E. Special Stipulations

5.8 Measures to reduce the probability of corruption: Use of IDB standard bidding
documents and IDB approved standard documents in Ilaiti knowing that all contract
models include special provisions addressing the issue of the prevention and sanction of
fraud and coruption in Bank lÌnanced activities,

5,9 Records and Files: The executing agencies/units will be.required to keep files and track
records of all procurement related activities financed by the Bank in their office in
aocordance with the Bank's Proçurçment Rulcs and Procedures and to the Project's
Operational Rules in such a way that it be available for supervision visit by the fiduciary
team.

VL FÍnancial Management

Á,. Programming and Sudget

6.1 Country budgets for investment and cunent expenditures are elaborated sepârately.
Budget execution is affected mainly by the lack of cash-flow planning and monitoring
and the weak capacity of the line rninistries. Programming and budget planning,
execution and monitoring at the project level will rely on IDB's project financial
management fonnats and procedures.

B. Accounting and Information Systems

6.2 One of the major weaknesses of the PFM systems in Haiti ís that the country lacks a
sound accountíng system, including clear standards and a related automated system. A
double entry system of accounting is observed by the Service Central de Comptabilité.
Financial management systems used by the executing units and FAES will be applied for
the financial management ofthe project.

C. Disbursements and Funds Flows

6.3 The use of a Single Treasury Account is not imptemented ín l{aiti. The implementation
of a Single Treasury Account is cumently been considered. Such innovation would allow
for improved management of the government's cash position on a daily basis. Project
financial management will be executed according to OP-273-2. Each executing unit will
open separate bank accounts (US$ and Gourdes) at the Central Bank for the management
of the grant resources provided under this operation, as well as additional resources f¡om
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co-financing paÉners. Listing of authorized signatures on those accounts are to be
provided to the Bank. All executing agencieVunits will use the exohange rate valid at the
day of disbursements to record all expenses made in local ourrency. The Central Bank
exchange rate will be used as the reference rate.

Internal Control and Audit

The interlralaudit units of FAES is comprised of only one agent. Due to the increase in
the volume of activities, additional staffing should be considered. We also recommend
that the audit unit repoft directly to the Board as opposed to the Ceneral Manager of
FAES, In the case of EFA, an intenral control specialist was recruited in Septernber 2010
who reports direcfly to the Coordinator and ensures mainly the financial control at the

Ievel of the Unit. UCP does not have an internal audit unit due to ths size of the executing
unit. External control will be perfonned for all Bank operations by independent audit
firms acceptable to the Bank.

External Control and Reporting

The Courf Superieur des Comptes et du Contencieux Administratif (CSCCA), has the
constitutional mandate to exercise external control over the government PFM. The
CSCCA has developed an audit manual with the support of foreign consultants but does

not fonnally apply Intemational Standards on Auditing. The effectiveness of the CSCCA
was severely aflected by the January 2010 earthquake. External control will continue to
be performed for all Banks financed pro.iects by independent public accountant linns
acceptable to the Bank. Audits will be perfbrmed in acc¡rdanc€ with Bank's Guidelinss
far Financial Reports and External Audits. FAES will be responsible for contracting an
external auditor eligible to t'he Bank to pefom the audit of the program as per described

in Section IV (Aspects to be considered in special conditions) above. Financial audit cost

including the independent verification of SMC used of funds for schools financed by IDB
and co-financing partners is estimated at US$300,000. Bank will also be co-financing the
technical verification of SMC use of funds according to established EFA procedures

which is estimated to cost US$250,000.

Financial Su¡rervision PIan

FÄßS: Bank Fiduciary staff will conducf annual frnancial inspection visíts to review
execution of financial plan. EFA: Bank Fiduciary staff will conduct at least two financial
inspection visits to review execution of financial plan and to make sure that project

documentation is properly kept. UCP: Bank Fiduciary staff will conduct at least two
financial inspection visits to review the recording of transactions and the execution of
financial plan and to make sure that project documentation is properly kept,

Execution Mcchanism

Each çxecuting agency/unit will maintain proper financial managemont systems and will
prepare an annual operation plan (AOP) and procurement plan and a twelve-month
detailed financial plan indicating cash flow needs for the execution of project's activities
stemming from AOP and procurement plans. The twelve-month financial plan will serve

as the basis for advance of funds disbursements. Disbursement of advances of funds will

a.

6.5

F.

6.6

G.

6.7
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be for the equivalent of funding needs required for six months of project execution for
FAES, four months for UCP and three months for EFA. Itor the tuition subsidies,

payments will be based on established procedures of the EFA for providing funding for
the tuition programs, Payment will be made in two tranches (60% and 40%) each school
year. Paylnent of the first tranche (60%) will be subject to the receipt of the approved

school listing and will be deposited in the ËFA Central Bank Account opened to that

effect, The EFA would then transfer firnds from the Central Bank account to accounts of
the approved School Managernent Cornmittees (SMC) opened at Banque National de

Credit (BNC). Payment of the second tranche (40%ì, will be subject to the receipt of an

interim financial repüt and the integrated technical/verification report of the verification
agency as required by established EFA procedures. SMC which have not complied with
established procedures will be sxcluded in the second payment.



POA (Plan of activities for first disbursement and the first 18 months of implementation)

http://id þdoçs. ia d b.o relwsdocs/eetDocume nt.a spx? DOC NUM:3640783 2
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C¡nstruction schools

support to the lmplemêntat¡on of the Education plan and Reform in Haiti
HA-t1060

nenaf'lil¡ðflon oT scnoolg

Jps¡ álrur¡dt Ë^penses Tor scnools ln relocat¡on âreas

Iuition waiver Drosrar

School kits and uniforr
¡ exloooKs
%

Ieachers'kits

lnteractive radio program

competitive Fund for Ed ucationar Innovations a'.d t".hni..rissistance-

r / scnoot suþsidv

ns

Development of a national testing system
Extra-curricular act¡v¡ties in ä sport center

Development and implementation of a national WET
lmplementatiol¡ of an inno,vative management model in training centers
Construction and rehabilitatîon of training centers

EquippÍng of training centers

fechnical assistance for the implementatíon of the Education plan

lnformation systems, monitoring and evaluation of the Education plan

lmplementation of the communication strategy

Executing units fees

rfiÉl¡llnË,1Íi.,;i;ffi
t4,349,o25

Financial audit

Technical audit of the tuition waiver program

5,07A,975

Monitoring.. and evaluation

r.40,000
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.iÍ#åiffi
Li-iririffi

4,190,000

p

1.850.000

ol ícv

600,000

40,000

18,s39,02s

2,500,000

1,200,000

5,070,97s

350,000

140,000

400,000

6,300.000

33%

1,850.000

460,000

9o/o

1,050,000

600,000

Oo/o

3,0s0,000

2,600,000

3,500,000

40,000

!r%

2,500,000

3o/o

1,580,000

1,200,000

7o/o

1.430.000

350,000

Oo/o

3,000,000

270,000

3,400,000

10f

460,000

1-.060.000

TOTAT

300,000

7a/o

3.0s0.000

2s0,000

5%

3.600.000

ffiidffi;tiÁÊfr
1,590,000

300,000

50,000,000

t%

2%

1,430,000

50Á

270,000

6o/o

3,400,000

6,7gA,OOO

3%

300,000

3%

Oo/o

250,ooo

6%

300,000

56,790,000
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AOP Annual Operation Plan
CDP Cellule de Pilotage
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EFA Education for AII
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ESMR Environmental and Social Management Report
FAES Fonds d'Assistance Economique et Social
GOH Government of Haiti
GSE Groupe Sectoriel de I'Education - Sector Group in Education
INFP Institut National de Formation Professionnelle / National Institute of

Professional Training
IRP Interactive Radio pl'ogram
MENFP . Ministry of Education and Professional Training
MO Manual of Operations
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SMC School Management Committee
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WB World Bank
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I. rNTRoDUcrIoN

This operation will contribute to the Bank's five-year program aiming to support
the Haitian Education Plan's following objectives: (i) improving access to
education; (ii) improving the quality of education; (iii) reforming technical and
vocational training; and (iv) strengthening MENFP institutional capacities and
governance. Specifïcallyo the current operation aims at (a) inueasíng the public
supply of education by buildirig 20 new primary schools, rehabilitating 15

primary existing schools, and equipping an additional 8 schools, (Cotnponent l,
US$23.8 million); (b) reducing education costs for grade l-6 students in non-
public schools through the continuation of a tuition waiver program, and

distributing 30,000 school kits to students and teachers from preschooi to grade

6 (Component 2, US$ 8.8 million); (c) improving teaching practices and

learning outcomes by implementing an interactive radio program in l0Û schools,
and developing a national testing system for regular perfirrmance monitoring
(Component 3, US$ 7.1 million); (d) increasing vocational training
opportunities (Component 4,US$ 8.2 million); (e) and strengthening MENFP's
executing and regulating capacity (Component 5, US$ 6.6 million).

Execution. This operation will have three executing agencies. The Ministry of
Economy and Finance (MEF) through FAES will execute all components with the
exception of the payment of the tuition waiver program (TWP) under component
2 and component 4. The MENFP will execute the TWP within Component 2

through its executing unit "Education for All" (EFA) and component 4 through its
executing unit "Unitó de Coordination des Projets" (UCP). The three units will
repoft to the MENFP, which will organize regulal meetings with the Bank to
review progress.

The monitoring and evaluation fran:ework will include: (i) the Procuremsnt Plan
(PP); (ii) the Annual Operational Plans (POA); (iii) the annual verification of
compliance with targets set in the Results Matrix; and (iv) pro$ess reports each

semester. Those bi-annual reports contain: (i) activities conducted in the ptograrn,
progress in implementation, problenrs encountered and rneasures taken;
(ii) assessment of progress based on the results matrix; (iii) assessnrent of the PP;
(iv) evaluation of the POA; (v) evaluatíon of the Risk Matrix; (vi) monitoring and

evaluation of institutional strengthening plan; and (vii) any other information
requested by the IDB. Program performance will be evaluated taking into account
the indicators es{ablished in the Results Matrix. In aclclition, a consuhant will be

contracted to perform: (i) a mid-term evaluation at 15 months following the date

of signing of the grant funding, or when it has committed 50% of program

resources, and (ii) a final evaluation report when it has committed 90% of
proglam rçsources.

General contcxt on l{aiti's educational data and statistics. At the time of the
earthquake, Haiti had just begun to recover from a series of hunicanes and other
external shocks that impacted the country ín 2008 and taxed an already challenged

1.2

1.3
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education systenì. The systems for collection and safekeeping of edr,rcational
statistics, which were notoriously scant old and incomplete previous to the
earthquake, suffered as much as the rest of the country. The Ministry of Education
was partly destroyed. Today, govenrmental work has resumed under very
challenging conditions. Nevertheless, given the population and education data
available ii is impossible to calculate éven basic educational indicators such as

gross and net enrollment rates can be calculated. Decisions have to be based on
projections from the latest available populationl and school census in 2003. The
last household survey dates fi'om 2000. The most recent survey, the demographic
and health survey (DHS) 2005-2006 provides some data on education, especially on
attendanceo repetition and dropout rates. These sets of data are not only outdated,
but have been made increasingly iruelevant with the 2008 and 2010 natural shocks,
which have caused many schools destructions, closures or relocations.

As part of the reconstruction process, the donor community has pledged
considerable amounts to the education sector, including technical assistance to
help rebuilt a better, meaningful and more comprehensive way to inform decision-
making in the this sector. In March 2t11, a school census was launched by the
MENFP, with support from LINESCO and UIS in order to collect information on
the approximately 21,000 schools in the country, as well as a teachers' census
estimated to 80 0002 nationwide, to identiff effects the earthquake may have had
on teachers and alumni population (it is estimated that 1400 teachers might have
died in the earthquake and an estimated 4268 schools have been destroyed or
damagedr). This nation-wide exercise will be completed by October 201I and will
provide a better snapshot of the cunent education challenges. Quality permitting,
it will allow to make better informed decisions and previsions.

The 2011 School Census is the largest data collection attempt in l{aiti in recent
years, and it will help fill loopholes and factually-support problems which are
suspected but not cleady measured. Nevertheless, the quality of the Census
should be carefully reviewed before defining all political and investment
decisions based on this new information. The Census was carried out from a list
of approx 21,000 schools provided by the Directions Depørtementales de
I'Education (DDE). Elaborated just after the 2010 earthquake, this list may not
have been exhaustive, in the chaos and destruction following the January 2010
earthquake, some schools might never have been identified. Nevertheless, some
attempts were made to complete the list by additional mechanisms, for example,
an awareness campaign via Educative Radio was launched to incentive self and
voluntary identification of the remaining schools. Again, even when this data is
curently the rnost infornrative nation-wide exercise canied out on the education
system, it should still be considered with care for decision-making purposes.

Next population çensus is planned for 2013.
This figure comes from tlre general Inspection assessment done immediafely after the Earthquake,
as the preparatory work to the 201 I Census, 80 000 teachers questionnaires have been distributed
in the country via fhe DDE, and so far approx. 50 000 have been filled and retumed.
Plan Opérationnel 2010-2015, Vers une refondation du systèrne éducatif haitien, MENFP, Avril
201l, p.3?.

1.6
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1.7 From the questionnaires of the 20t 1 School and Teachers Censuso it is possible to
have a fairly good idea of which data and indicators will be readily available upon
their completion. The current operation's monitoring and evaluation ñ'amework is
partially based on such indicaiors. Ths results matrix has been established taking
into account the difficulty of collecting comprchensive data, the lack of
information to províde fully reliable baselines at time of project design, and the
low capacity in the Ministry to internalize monitoring processes.

1.8 Funds have been allocated under this operation (additional to pledges from other
douors) to support the2012 and 2013 Schools Census, as the nation-wide exercise
will, potentially, be replicated every year, in order to infcrm an Education
Monitoring and hrfonnatíon System (EMIS), which is cunently at its early stage

of development.

1.9 In parallel, the new Haítian president, Michel Martelly, has launched a nationwide
initiative to identify all children curuently out of the school system, The
methodology used to collect this data, and the data itself, has not been released
yet. Nevertheless, this data should be rnade public in the upconring weeks and

help to inform the education sector stakeholders, as well as this operation.

1.10 Additional surveys, carried out by different donors, may also help fill the current
void of educational statistics. For example, an ongoing technical
verification/audita caried out by independent fînns will provide relevant
information on the operation of the Tuition Waiver progr¿rm, operational since

2008. Also, a diagnostic of basic reading skills financed by the World Bank will
be conducted in 250 beneficiary schools. The ¡esults of this exercise should
inform the MENFP on the quality of education and learning outcornes.

U, Mor.utonlNc

Indicators

Table II-1 includes product indicators that will be monitored during the operation.

Including dat¿ on the number ofbeneficiaries, the nuurber ofbooks per children, the physical
condition of the school, etc.

A.

2.1

l'able tl-I. Summarv ol' sources

Number of new schools open fur enrollment in
areas depdved ofschool and benefìciary
students.

Nunrber ofrehabilitated schools open for
enrollment in targeted areas and beneficiary
students.
Number of schools open for enrollment in
Zonnje and beneficiary students.

Bi-annually FAES progress reports.

Reception contracts by MENFP,
FAES and extemal architectural
cabinets.
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To consider the complete set of indicators, refer to the results matrix.

B. Data Collectionr lnstruments and Reporting

2.2 The current operation will monitor the construction of 20 new schools and the
rehabilitation/upgrade of 15 existing schools, and their opening in the imparled
time, the total nunrber of enrolled students in the schools and the numbor of newly
enrolled children after conshuction/renovation, owing to (i) external supervision
consultants contracted by FAES; (ii) ex-ante socio-economic assessments of all
constructior¡/rehabilitation sites; and (iiÐ FAES bi-annual progress reports.

2.3 MENFP, with FAES technical support, has agreed to conduct at least an

additional 120 socio-economic and demographic assessments of poteutial sites for
construction under upcoming operations and co-financing. Once the eligibility
and characteristics of these sites is determined the MENFP, with FAES and
Bank's support, will establish a plan of arurual interventions for the operations to
come. This plan will provide the necessary conditions to implement an evaluation
of the long term construction efforts, within the next operations (see Evaluation
section).

2.4 FAES will also monitor the timely production and delivery of school kits, in
coordination with the delivery contractor PNCS and provide all monitoring
information in their progress reporfs.

2.5 The Tuition waiver program (TWP), will be implemented by EPT/EFA, who
curuently collected data on beneficiary schools, but not at the student level. In
order to introduce a performance-rewarding scheme, currently in the design
phase, and improve its cunent monitoring standards, EPT, in accordance with an
IDB's request, will track information at the pupils' level, using all relevant
sources of information, including school census and revised technical
verification/audit. I{enceo the qualitative changes in the program will only be

Number of schools benefitting ilorn the tuition
waiver progam.
Number of stude¡rts benelifting from the tuition
waiver program.
Dropout rates in school benefitting from the
TWP.

Bi-annually EPT progrcss reports.

Technical vedfi cation/audit of
the Tuition Waiver Program
Upgraded EPT progress reports;

education censii.

Number of school kits (basic material), uniforms
sets (2 uniforms per child) and textbooks sets (4
per child) delivered to children from preschool to
grade 6.
Nunber of teacher kits delivered to schools.

Bi-annually FAES Progress reports.

PNCS rreular reÞort on delivery,

Number of students exposed to the Interactive
Radio program,

Nunrber of children benefitting from thc Fund
for Educational Innovation.

Bi-annually Progress report from the radio
program implementing agency.

Nulnbcr of youth employed 6 months after
tmining.

Bi+nnually UCP- INFP progless rsports.

Tracking database

Annual Education Statistical Report produced
and uublished.

Annually FAES progress repoús.
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made within the.next operation (academic year 2013-2014). The monitoring
framework on this component includes (Ð EPT bi-annual progress report, (ii) an
upgrade of the curuent EPT questionnaire and monitoring tools in order to include
student level data of beneficiary schools; (iii) communication to curuent

beneficiary schools on upcoming changes in the program, (iv) a co-financing by
the Bank to capitalize on the technical audit of the TWP, currently financed by the
World Bank and IDB and carried out by the Fondation llaitíenne de
I'Enseignentent prive IFONI{EP), and the Fonds de Parainage de l'Education
(FPE). This exercise will assess the project efficiency and the results of the
changes in program operative structure ou benefltciary schools and kids. The IDB
proposed to finance complementary qualitative surveys with a particular focus on
the variation in quality of teaching.

2,6 Regarding TVET opportunities, UCP will (Ð monitor the tirnely reconstruction
and reengineering of training programs in their bi-arurual plogl'ess reports, (ii)
ensure the constitution of a comprehensive beneficiary database (uatne, age, date

of birth and other background inf,ornration). Additionally, detailed and regularly
updated contact infouuation will be collected for each student, including phone

numbers, cell phone numbers and emails. In order to monitor effects of the newly
created centers and the changes in TVET curricula and management, this
operation will also finance a follow-up survey of trainees 6 months after
graduation {see Evaluation section).

2.7 In the case of the capacity building conrponent of the program, the responsibility
falls on the bi-annual progress repofls fi'om FAES with inputs from the MENFP.

2.8 As already stated in this document, bi-annually, all executing agencies will
present to the Bank a progress report inf,'orming on the accomplishments and
progrcss made on the indicators included in the results framework. All progress

report should be submitted within 60 days following June 30 and December 3l of
each year, and should follow on a bi-annual basis. The M&E manual developed
under the previous operation, HA-L1049 and updated to teflect the changes in the
cuffent operation, will contain descdption of M&E procedures and requitentents,
in order to give all implementing agencies guidance on how to carryout mid-term
and final evaluations, calculate indicators and to fill up the plogless matrix, etc. In
the case of the EFA/EPT, the indicators for monitoring will be harmonized with
the lryorld Bank.

2.9 Monitoring tools and indicators for the Bank's subsequent operations will be

articulated with those of the Education Plan that the Bank is supporting with
technical assistance to MENFP.

C. Capacity Building for Monitoring

2.10 In order to capitalize on the ongoing efforts of data collection and information
gathering initiatives, the project will (i) support the staffing and the training of
Planning and External Cooperafion Direction (DPCE) personnel; (ii) provide
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technical assistance to DPCE on data input, data cleaning and data analysis of the
80,000 teachers questionnaires, and the collection of the 2012 and 2013
Ëducational Census, in order to build, in the long term, an Education Management
Infonlation System (EMfS); (iii) support the development of a common statistical
platform and (iv) promote the use of Inforrnation technology (lCT); (v) technical
assistance to work and finalize a nation-wide school mapping; and (vii) finance
additional technical assistarice to monitor activities implemented by MENFP. All
of these initiatives will be monitored by the MENFP and included in FAES
progress reports.

Ð. Additional monitoring tools which will be designed under the project.

2.ll In order to increase the MENFP capacity to monitor the construction and
' recorxtruction effods, and to improve the planning of construction of new schools

to fit educational needs, this operation will hnance the identification of at least
i20 potential sites for new school constructions to be built under the next 3
operations, based on objective and verifiable criteria to be defined with the
MENFP in accordance with the IDB. Additionally, this work could prepare the
ground fot a potential rigorous evaluation on new school buildings irnpact on
access and quality of schooling and inform policy-making on the actual impacts
of school construction. The measurement unitt for those assessments will be
carefully defined between MENFP and IDB. The MENFP will have to work
closely with the DDE to identify the precise potential sites to receive a new school
over the next 3 years. Because data is ofren scarce, incomplete or not refined
enough for evaluation purposes, FAES will conduct, with financial support from
this operation, socio-economic and demographic assessments in order to complete
the baseline of data on the sites.

2.\2 Selection criteria for the at least I20 sites could include, but should not be limited
to: (i) poverty index in the measurement unit; (ii) number of operative public and
non-public schools, (iiÐ the school age population from preschool to grade 9;
(iii) the number of children in school from preschool to grade 9;
(iv) teachers/pupils ratio; and (v) the nunber of kids already enrolled at no cost
(in public or subsidized schools). FAES assessments should include any
additional infonnation which may be required once the evaluation design is
prcpared. Precise selection criteria and methodology should be discussed between
MNEFP and IDB in order to ensure balance in the treatment groups, as this is the
prerequisite for a rigorous evaluation. If proper selection methodology can be
insured, the new schools to be built under the next IDB operations will then be
randomly selected within that universe, on a rolling basis.

Which will have to be smaller than the currenf smallest administrative sub-division ("cornmunal
section') in the 201I Census. Those could be the communities, villages or localities, or even a

delined geographical perimeter around the potential sites.
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E. Audits

2.13 Audits. FAES will be responsible for contructing an extemal auditor eligible to
the Bank to perform the audit of the program as follows: one annual financial
audit of the program including the review of procurement and disbursement
processes of each executing unit (FAES, EFA and UCP) to be submitted within
120 days of the cnd of each fiscal year, and a final financial audit to be subrnitted
wit'hin 120 days after the date of the last disbursement. For the tuition waiver
program (TWP) executed by EFA, an independent verification of the use of funds
by the SMCs, for scllools financed by IDB and co-financing partners, will be
performed based on agreed upon procedures and submitted to the Bank within 90
days following the disbursement of the second tranche. The selection and
contracting process of the verification film will be based on Terms of Reference
(TOR) previously agreed with the Bank and the other contributors to the TV/P.
Verification costs will be co-financed with the other contributors. The satisfactory
audit of the utilization of the resources from the first tranche is a condition for
disbursing the second tranche.

F. Monitoring and Evaluation Risks

2.14 An irnportant risk of this operatíonn and fully taken into consideration in the risk
assessment and in the risk mah'ix is the limited availability of educational and
adminishative data for progress monitoring, this due, among other issues, to
outdated data collection processes, and a lack of M&E framework at the sector
level. The cunent document is based on the systems and data that are planned to
become available, as well âs olt the capacity building that the program itself
involves.

G. Monitoring Coordination, Work PIan and Budgct

2.15 In terms of monítoring and evaluation activities, the project team will provide
continuous support to FAES and the MENFP (in particular to the Cellule de
Pilotage and DPCE), organizing bi-rnonthly meetings on implernentation progress
and to ensure that agreed indicators are timely met.

2.16 As described above, a comprehensive set of monitoring activities and capacity
building for such activities, has been integrated in project design and funds have
been budgeted accordingly. Additional funding has been allocated whenever
baselines, surveys, action-reseffch or impact evaluation designs was judged
neccssary and outside of the immediate competence or financial means of
MENFP.



bi-annual progress report on School construction

bi-annual progrcss report on TWp
bi-annual progress report on T\1EI implemention

Schoo I construction s uperv is ion

Assessn¡ent ofthe 120 sites

Techn ical au d itlverificatio n o f s ub s idy pro gram

EPT bi-annual progress report

Tracking survey of T\ÆI graduates

Financial audit ofthe project

Support to education Census 2Al2and.2Al3

Development of a data system platform

Table II-2. Monitoring'Work plan
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Development and pilot ofatesting tool
School rnapping

C¡eneral monitoring support to 5 year Plan

TI
Year I

Creneral monitoring support

Mid-term and final evaluation

TI
Year 2

IJ T4

llear 3

T1
Respo¡Sible

FAES

UCP

EPT

Consultant / FAES

Cost (SUS)

MENFP/FAES

EPT

F+nding

UC?

ETP

$740,000

fünsultant

MENFP.DPCE

$300,000

MËNFP-DPCE

$250,000

MENFP-DPCE

MENFP

MENFP - C. pilotage

$120,000

$300,000

$500,000

Consultant

$400,000

Consultant

HA-Lr060

$350,000

$250,000

$100,00û

$t 50,000

$150,000
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A.

3.1

lII. [vnlu¡.rron

Objoctive and Main Evaluation Questions

The objective of the medium and long term evaluations and the impact evaluation
proposed in this section, as well as the frameworks for future evaluations
described in the monitoring section, is to measure the achievement of the
objectives of the program, fi¡ndamentally based on what is established in the
results matrix. For this reason not only a regular measurement of the indicators in
the results matrix will be conducted but a series of evaluations are being planned
and budgeted.

3.2 Some of the questions that these
among othersó (all the questions
targeted areas):

evaluations ultimately aim at responding are,
refer to the Bank's interventions and their

J.J

a. Are there any changes, and of which magnitude, of enrollment in the targeted
areas?

b. Are there any changes, and of which magnitude, of internal efficiency
measures?

c. Are there any changes, and of which magnitude, of learnirrg outcomes?

d. Are there any changes, and of which magnitude, of employability measures
and wages for the particìpants in the TVET program?,

It has to be noted that the challenges regarding the quantity and quality of
infonnation described in other parts of this document and in the POD are also
extremely relevant for the development of the responses to such evaluation
questions, and the methods to answer them. The very scarce evidence of our
interventions in Haiti, and those of other intemational organizations, coupled with
the necessity to produce souncl and efficient policy, make it extremely relevant to
conduct rigorous evaluations that would sheer light on the efficiency of the
projects planned for the country.

Main outcomc and impact indicators

1'he impact and outcome indicators that will be measured as part of the
evaluations of this program include, among others:

B.

3.4

AII the questions refer to the Bank's interventions
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Table III-1. Oulcome and Impact Indicators

Number of new students enrolled under
the project

Annually FAES Assessments

Retention/dropout rates, newly enrolled
students and teachers qualifìcations in
tuition waiver beneficiary schools

EPT Upgraded
progress repûlts

Surveys at beneficiary schools XX

Learning outcomes of beneficiary
students in interactive radio program

Beginning and çnd
of school year

Ëarly grade reading and math assesslnents.

Time on task measurements of
benefi ciary clæsrooms of intemctive
radio program

End ofschool year Class observation as part ofspecialized
surveys.

Number of new TVET trainees Annually Administrative records ofthe TVET
csnters

Employment rates for TVET trainees End of prograrn Adninistrative records and follow up
sut'vey on trainees

Income level for Increase in rcvenue
and employrnent for TVET trainees

End ofprogram Administrative rçcords and follow up
survey on kainees

A.

3.5

Gencral Evaluations

1. Existing knowlcdge

An ex-ante economic analysis has been conducted during the preparation of the
program. This analysis, based on lirnited available information, is focused on
components 1 and 2. It is a cost-benefit analysis where most of the benefits rely
on returns to education (increased expected future incornes). The analysis
suggosts that the programs' benefits are likely to outweigh its costs, although
(i) construction and rehabilitation costs are high; and (iÐ the targeting of the
tuition waiver program cannot fully be rßsessed at this point (additional analysis
is needed). Most of the benefit/cost ratios are slightly higher than i, which is an
acceptable return to an educational investment (considering that education af'fect
other outcomes than expected future incomes). However, the sensitivity analysis
shows that the robustness of the results is weak (because of many "uninformedo'
assunrptions ând the long-term benefits/short-term costs weighing): some
benefilcost ratios are inferior to unity when some pararneters arê modified. It is
then recommended for next years' progmms thal (i) a complehensive cost-benefit
analysis is ernployed to answer the question of the buildings' specification to be
constructed (a few high quality ones versus more less expensive ones); and
(ii) prograns aimed at loosening the households' budget constraint should be
improved, considering the implementation of targeting at the household level.

2. Evaluafion Mcthodolory

A geneml midterm and final evaluations will be conducted as parf of this
program. Each evaluation will measure the evolution of the indicators included in
the results matrix, as well as any additional indicators of intetest negotiated with

3.6
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the MENFP. The midterm evaluation will take place at 15 nronths following the
date of signing of the grant funding, or when it has comrnitted 50% of program
resources, whatever happens first, and it will contain, among others:

a. Progress reports in terms of the programs objectives according to the Results
Matrix.

b. Analysis of implementation procedures.

c. Analysis of the ef'ficiency of tlie internal monitoring and supervision system
of the Bank.

The final evaluation will take place once 90% of the program Íesoul'ces have been

comnritted. This final evaluation will also function as a reflexive evaluation, a

before-and-after analysis, of the program. This evaluation should include, arìong
others:

a.. Degrce in which the objectives of the prograrn were fulfilled with respect to
the expected results, as well as and the reasons for potential variations ftom
the expected to the realized results.

b. Detailed before-and-after comparison analysis of indicators' baselines with
respect to indicators' values at the end of the program.

c. Sustainability analysis of the activities financed by the program.

d. Lessons learned that could be applied to future operations.

3. Evaluation Frameworks

A number of individual evaluation fi'ameworks will be placed within this
operation; these are described in the rnonitoring section of this document, and
specifically include:

a. A plær for a rolling-out of the Bank's school construction intervention.
Selection criteria of at least 120 sites will be deternrined; these sites will
couespond to the full nunber of school constructions that will be financed in
the next tlx'ee Bank's operations. The selection criteria will include
considerations of unattended demand and land availability, amollg others.
The selection of which sites will be intervened in every specific year will be
based on a methodology that will allow the conduction of a rigorous impact
evaluation (see paragraph 2.ll above for infonnation about eligibility
criteria).

b. Follow up surveys for graduates of TVET. These surveys will include
rehospective information on the characteristics that determine selection into
the program and outcome variables, as well as eligibility, such ast age,

education levels, employment status, history of employrnenl, etc. This

3.8
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information might allow to potentially considering conducting a quasi-
experimental evaluation of the program, this given that a valid comparison
group could be built.

B. Impact Evaluation of lnteractivc Radio Progrnm (IRP)

I. Existing knowledge

3.9 Interactive Radio Instruction (IRI), developed in the early 1970s, is a teaching
methodology in which a radio broadcast guides to teacher and students. V/hile
listening to the radio, learners actively participate in the lesson by singing,
readingo writing, answering questions and solving probleins in ways that ensure
active learning.

3.10 A number of evaluations of IRI have been produced in order to measure the
impact of those types of progmms, and fronr these exercises there is some
evidence of the positive, cost-effective impact of IRI on a variety of low-income
communities in developing countries. In the particular case of Haiti, a serìes of
studies have also been produced. In 1997, Morin and Moyer conducted an impact
evaluation of the original "Distance Learning'o project (1995-T996). During the
pre-pilot year some pre and post-tests were applied to a selected sample of
treatment and control schools, to measure the learning gains achieved. Later on,
the schools were followed up with further tests plus sonre administrative data
collection (1996-1997). Treatment schools manifested learning gains that
significantly surpassed those of control schools in the first case, and sirnilar
favorable results rvere obtained during the pilot phase, though reading
achievement seemed the element least affected by the interactive radio method.

3.11 Yasín K. and Luberisse Y. G999) evaluated the "Advancing Basic Education and
Literacy Project (ABELZ)"'. The evaluation consisted of l0 treatment and l0
control schools from the public and private sector. Using the 3rd grade math
cumiculum objectives, approximately 500 students were pre and post-tested.
Using an analysis of variance (ANOVA), the treatment group scored significantly
higher in math than the control group, Moreover, students in rural areas, which
traditionally score lower than urban ones, showed the greatest gains in results.
Results in reading were not as impressive, although this outcome was expected,
given the new fonnat (teaching reading via radio) and the lirnited number of
lessons (16).

3.12 J. Royer (2003) conducted a pre and post-test evaluation of the "Formation à
Distance project" during its last year. The work evaluatsdZnd,3rd and 4th grade
Haitian students in 12 schools (approxímately 360 students tested at each grade
level) trying to demonstrate if students of 6 schools receiving an interactive radio
instruction treatmert would achieve greater gains in reading and math than
students receiving a traditional educational experience. In this study only reading

The AllEL2 projecl rvas evaluated by the Creative Associales International, Inc. rvith sonrc logistioal assistar¡cc fronr EDC
and tr¡chnical assistancc fronr the Univcrsity ofMâssâchuselts.
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gave evidence of signifìcantly greater learning gains in project schools (Math
gains were similar between treatment and control groups).

3.13 A lnore recent study in Haiti was conducted for the project'oDistance Education
for I{aiti". The study, which was funded by USAID and implemented by the
Education Development Centreo was undeftaken in the 4th year of the life of the
project. Though the study was originally conceived as an "impact evaluation," the
time frame was not conducive for it, nevertheless, using the available data it was

possible to compare cur:rent conditions and operation in schools- as well as

certain dimensions of their recent evolution before and after the intervention of
the project of 115 schools during the period from mid-October to mid-December
2007. This included 81 schools presently or formerly affiliated with the EDÁ.
Project and 34 roughly similar ones that had no such experience.

2. Evaluation Methodology

3.14 As presented in the previous section, a number of studies have been conducted on
the experience of interactive radio programs in Haiti. Neveftheless, the small
samples available, the variations in results in math and reading learning outcomes,
and other implementation differences in this studies point out to the importance of
conducting a rígorous impact evaluation on the application of IRP that is
considered as part of this program. An experimental evaluation, a randomized
control trial (RCT), will be conducted as part of the monitoring and evaluation
plan of this operation, with the objective of thoroughly identifying the impacts of
IRI on learning outcomes, time-on-task measurements and internal efficiency
variables, among others.

3.15 RCTs are often considered the gold standard of evaluation because they
consistently have produced the most accurate results. In RCTs a valid
counterfactual is cqnshucted, eliminating potential selection bias, thnugh the
random assignment of potential beneficiaries to the group receiving a specific
treatment and the group functioning as the control group.

3.16 For this evaluation we take the opportunity of ernploying the most rigorous
impact evaluation technique while in the first phase of the introduction of the
program to the country, the results of this evaluation will serve as inputs f'or the
decision of the expansion of this particular intervention to ofher departments. In
the cument operation IRP is set to be introduced in 100 schools, for the purpose of
this evaluation, a universe of approximately 250 eligible8 schools will be

identified in one department (for execution and cost purpose), no later than March
2012, in order to allow time to setup and effectiveness by academic year

201212013. From this universe 100 schools would be randomly selected into the
treatment group, which will receive IRP for grades Znd,3'd and 4tl', and another
100 schools will be selected into a pure control group which will not receive IRI

The eligibility criferia are being curently defincd with the Ministry.
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during this operation. As data permits, the randomized selection will be done in
blocks.

3.17 A baseline will be conducted at the beginning of school year 2012-2013, that is
October of 2012, for the 200 schools in the treatment and control groups, and
follow up measurements and surveys will take place at the end of the same school
year,

3. Technical aspccts of Selected Mcthodology

3.18 Given that the selection process into treatment and control gtoups will be
conducted randomlyo we expect that, on average, the characteristics between the
two groups will be balanced. Balance analyses will be conducted as part of the
report following the collectiorr of baseline information.

3.19 Within each school selected, 10 children flom each of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grade will
be ra¡rdourly selected to participate in reading and math assessments in each
wave.

3.20 The following table presents assumptions and power calculations:

3.21 The data collection instruments per wave include:

Number of schools in treatment group

Numba of schools in control group

Total number of schools in evaluation

Minimum detcctable effect size

Children per school (10 per grade)



Table III-3. Svaluation Instruments

Reading and Math Individual
Assessments

l0 students per gmde (30
studcnfs oer school)

One on one
assessments

X X

Classroom observation
inst¡'ument

One per classloom (3
classrooms oer schooll

Observation/video x

Teacher questionnaire One teacher per
classroom (3 teachers per
school)

Individual
interview

X X

Student questionnaire 5 studsnts per grade (15
ner school)

Individual
interview

X X

Principal questionnaire with
associated factols

One per school Individua
interview

Parent/tutor questionnaire 5 parent/tutor per grade
ll5 per school)

Individual
interview

X

Administrative infonnaf ion
form

One ¡rer school Enulnel'ator with
administrative
dala

X

Control of insfruments list One ner school Enumerator X X

-t7-

3.22 The budget for this irnpact evaluation is of US$500,000. Specialized firms will be
engaged to produce and validate the instruments for the reading and math
âssessments, as well as for the class-obseruation instruments, taking into
consideration instruments that have already been applied in the country and in
coordination with other donors.

4, Results Analysis

3.23 Once completed, a separate report for each evaluation will be prepared. The
results of these exercises will be presented to the Bank and the MENFP; their
findings will serve as inputs for official Bank reports, and to infonn the design
and implementation of future operations and eventual scale-up of the program.

3.24 It is estimatedthat reports fi'om the three evaluâtions, impact, medium-tenn and
final evaluations will be available six months after each evaluation is completed
(see work plan below)

5. Coordination, work ptan and evaluâtion budget

3.25 For the elaboration of the three evaluations, medium-term, final and impact
evaluations, independent consultanfs, or consulting firm (see section on irnpact
evaluation) will be hired with the resources of the program. The Bank will support
the MENFP in the definition of Terms of Reference for the consultancies, in the
supervision of the evaluations, and in the analytical work associated with them.
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Table III-4. Evaluatlon Work Plan

lliring of Specializcd Firmto Dcvolop ¡nd Validatc
Diagnoslics Instulþùts

x
MËNFP/IDB

us$40.000

I{A-L1060

yalidâtion ofDjsgnostic Instrurt9nts (2Ìveeks) x
Specialiæd fttnhircd by
prograny' Supervisíon
r, ÊNttrÞ- lìTTt

liring of Fmnto conduct tield work x MENFP/ IDB

us$zr0.m0

Dcsign of guestíonnaircs (onc week) x
Field wo* linnhircd by
prograr¡y'MIiNFP/lDB

piloting questionnairesitr¿ining for diagnostics
instruryent (two rveeks)

x

Field rr.o* finnhired by
prÐgraûy'Spsc Íalizcd fìm
hired by pmgranrl

SuÞcruision ME¡IFP- BID

Final design quesrionnaires (one weck) x
Field urorl firm hircd by
PrûgranYMENFP/lDB

îíeld work (4 seek) x x
Field uorklirmhircd by

MËNFlTSupcwision
MËNFF-B¡D

)ala analysis and prcpaÌrition ôfbâsetíne rcpon (6

veeks)
x BIÞ

Revision of questionnaires (one weêk) x Field rvork firm hired by
MFNIIP/MFNFP/IDN

us$250.000

Piloting and rctminíng fordiagnostícs ¡nslnrûBnt (2

weels)
x

fiekl wurk firm hircd by
progmlry'Specialiæd finn

Fìnât dcsign questionnaircs (one wcek) x r^ield work lìrm hircd by
rhûmñtlllìNIìfr,/frln

rield work (4 weeks) x
Field work finn hirtd by

prograrry'Supervision

MENFP.BID

)ata enalysb ûnd preparation of frnal report (ó X ]ID

Ilirit g Consultant MidÍenn Evah¡alion x MEl.lFP- BID

us$150,000

Elabomtiorr of Midtenn Evaluation x x )onsultanr hircd by

)fograñy'supefvbion

Hiring Constrhant Final (Refle$ve) Evaluation x MENFP. BID

I{iring Consultant Finûl (RcflÐdve) Ëvâlualion x x
hnsultant hired by
pmgrarry'SuPervísion

MENFP. BIÐ
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I. l¡lrRopucrlo¡.¡

At the time of the 2010 earthquake, I{aiti had just begun to recover from a series
of hurricanes and other external shocks that impacted the country in 2008 and
taxed a chronically underperfürming education system. Limited access, unevetl
and low quality of education, as well as insufficient capacity of public institutions
for regulation and supervision, characterize the sector. The 2010 earthquake
exacerbated these challenges, affecting and rendering inoperable an estimated
25Yo af basic and secondary schools, 70% of techrrical arrd vocational centers, aud
most universitíes. Almost all services were suspended in the affected areas until
April 2010. The education sector sustained damages and destruction estimated at
US$480 million.

Available statistics for 2008-2009 indicate that net school enrollment rates in l{aiti
were 670/o in early childhood proglams, 76t/o tnprimary education, 22Yo in secondary
education, and l07o in higher education. Approxinrately I million school-aged
children did not att'end school - 500,000 of which were primary-aged children - and
about 1.5 rnillion children, or 72Yo, of children enrolled in primary schools were
over-aged (i.e., below the average school grade fur someone their age).

Provision of education by the public sector accounts for only about 8% of Haiti's
grade 1-9 schools, often making non-public schools the only alternative, even for
poor families. 92Yo of non-public schools lack accleditation and, despite the
uncertain quality of education providedo the annual average cost of tuition at these
institutions is US$I17 at the preschool level, US$I5ó at the grade 1-9 level, and
US$350 at the secondary level - in all cases, a significant expense for a country
with an amual per capita income of US$650 in 2008. The prohibitive cost of
tuition and other school-related expenses contribute significantly to the low
enrollment rate of children in schools. Since the earthquake, families have faced
even greater challenges to meet tuition payments as now only 17.5o/o of families
have at least one fanrily membe¡ employed compared to 66Yo prior to the disaster.

More than half of ali schools in Haiti are located in buildings not originally
designed f'or educational purposes, and most lack aceess to basic services. Prior to
the 2010 eafthquake, the majority of school buildings were in poor condition, due

to both damages caused by earlier natural disasters as well as a historical lack of
maintenance. This neglected sohool infrastructure often crcates unsafe conditions
for children and teachers. In 2008, news reports showed a number of schools
collapsing and killing the students inside due to poor construction/maintenance.
Furthemore, about 145 communities did not have any schools,

Beyond pdmary and secondary education, technical and vocational training
opportunities are scarce in Haiti. Training centers are often underequipped and

operate in the absence of standards or regulations. As with schools and other
infrastructure, many training centers also suffered complete or partial damage
during the earthquake, decreasing access to an already limited education service.

The proposed Operation (I{A-L1060) builds upon a series of recent projects
funded by the IDB and other efforts to support Haiti's education sector in the
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wake of its recent natural disasters. The evoiution of programming for the sector
is outlined below,

i. In 2009, the IDB initiated a project (HA-L1040 - PARIE) to rehabilitate or
reconstruct at least 50 schools in I of l0 departments in l{aiti following the
huuicanes of 2008. At the same time, the World Bank, jointly with the
government of Haiti, initiated the Emergency School Reconstruction
Program (PURES) with the specific purpose of restoring access to schools in
the renraining two departments (l.lippes and Sud-EsÐ and disseminating
improved methods of building saft schools.

ii. As ¿n immediate response to the January 2010 earthquake and at the request
of the Ministry of Education and Professional Training (MENFP), PARIE
funds were re-directed to an emergency program aimed at getfing children
and teachers back in school by building temporary shelters.

iii. In May 2010, under the mandate of former President René Préval, the
MENFP and Presidential Cornmission on Education developed an overall
plan for reorganizing the education sector. The Education Plan establishes a
framework for achieving a publicly financed, tuition-fi'ee, well-managed
education system open to all children and providing quality educational
services as well as a set of social seruices. Specific activities include the
creation of 2,564 new "basic schools" Qécoles þndamentales) and setting up
an institutional body to develop and enforce standards and construction
codes. Implementation of the Education Plan is estimated to cost US$4.3
billion over the next five years.

iv. In November 2010, the IDB initiated a new Operation (HA-LI049 - ARSÉ)
to support the Education Plan through financing activities originally
included under PARIE, which also complemented the activities of PURES.
The Operation was envisaged as the first of five operations to be conducted
over five years at a total financial commitment of US$250 million. Key
activities for the Operation include the construction of 30 permanent schools
and 25 temporary schools as well as the provision of equipment and
supplies, training, tuition waivers, and technical guidance and support to
MENFP to enhance access to and good govemance of quality education. For

' the first 6 months of the implemerrtation of ARSÉ, US$13 million of US$50
million have been disbursed.

v. In 2011, newly-elected President Michel Joseph Martelly reinforced
political support for the Education PIan by making education his first
priority. The Groupe Sectoriel en Education, a coalition of donors chaired
by UNESCO, has in turn developed a partnership framework to align
funding to the Education Plan and enhance coordination.

The purpose of the present Operation is to build upon the foundation of HA-
LI049 and provide the second US$50 rnillion disbursement of the planned
US$250 million to support the government's vision of reconfiguring the countty's
education sector. In line with Education Plan objectives, the Operafion's planned
activities aim to irnprove access to education, improve the quality of education,
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reform technical and vocational trainingo and strengthen MÐNFP institutional
capacities and governance.

1'he Operation will have a net positive social impact as the communities targeted
and involved will benefit from better schools and training centers and an increase

in the supply of quality public education. The key environmental irnpacts and
risks are associated wíth Cornponent I and Component 4 of the Operation (see

Section II), which involve the construction (i.e., new buildings) and rehabilitation
(i.e., repair, partial or full replacement of damaged existing buildings) of a total of
35 schools and two training centers. These impacts are expected to be minor,
highly localized, and typical of srnall to mediunr scale construcfion sites.

Rehabilitation works will take place on existing sites, which may mitigate
potential impacts, unless the existing sites are found to be unsafe, unsanitaryo or
inappropriate through environmental and geotechnical assessments. The other
risks associated with the Operation are related to health and safety, takiug into
consideration that Haiti is prone to natural hazards and has historically lacked
construction codes or agencies that regulated the construction and rehabilitation of
civil infrastructure.

Because these potential risks are considered minor and readily manageable

through the implementation of environmental, health and safety mitigation
measures, the project has been classified as Category "8" under IDB's
Environmental Policy (OP-703). Specific IDB Polices and directives applicable to
the project include 8.5 (Environmental Assessment), 8.6 (Consultation), 8.7
(Supervision and Compliance), and 8.11 (Pollution Prevention and Abatement).
Actions will also be taken to ensure compliance with the IDB's Disaster Risk
Management Policy (CN-2354-5) and Operational Policy on Gender Equality in
Development (OP-761). If the need for resettlement becomes evident during
progr?un implementation,IDB Policy OP-710 will be applied.

il. Opnn¡,rloxDnscRnrto¡¡

The specific objectives of this operation are to support the l{aitian Education Plan
to improve access to education, improve the quality of education, refot'nt technical
and vocational training, and strengthen MENIJP institutional capacities and

governance. Support will be realized through fltve program components: (i)
increase the public supply of schools; (ii) reduce education cost for students in
public and non-public schools; (iii) improve education quality; (iv)vírnprove
TVET opportrurities; and (v) increase MENFP'S capacity to implement the
Education PIan and regulate the sector.'

Component l. Increased public supply of education fro¡n preschool to grade
9 for 151000 children annually

The objective of this component is to increase the supply of pubiic education and

support the Bank's commitment to build 200 new schools within its five-year
program. Key activities to be financed include: (i) the construction and equipment

This ESMR presents a summarized Operation Description. A molp thorough Operation
Description can be fuund in the HA-LI060 Proposal for Operation Developtnent.

1.9
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of 20 public schools in areas deprived of public schools; (iÐ the rehabilitation and
equipment of t5 public schools darnaged by the ear"thquake or needing upgrades;
and the equipment of I schools fïnanced by a partner; and (iiÐ the operational
costs of two schools in a relocation area in Zorunje, near Port-au-Prince, These

actions will amount to a total of 37 schools benefiting approximatety 15,000
children annually. The sub-components of relevance to this ESMR are further
described below:

i. Construction and Equipment of 20 Public Schools. This sub-component
will support the construction of 20 new public schools in areas deprived of
public schools. Pending the finalization of new building codes by the
Ministry of Public Works, Transportation, and Communication (MPWTC),
construction will cornply with international building codes against natural
disasters cunently in use in l{aiti (American, Canadian, and French) as well
as new MENFP design guidelines. These new guidelines provide for a

reduced teacher student ratio (1:40 instead of 1 :50), and space for pre-school
education (4 and 5 year olds at a 1:25 teacher/student ratio). Each school
will operate with at least ll teachers and 410 children in 2 preschool
classrooms and nine grade 1-9 classrooms All schools will also have an
administration building including an office for the director and a working
room for teachors, an equipped library, sanitation facilities, and a school
canteen and kitchen to allow the preparation and serving of food in the
school. Each school will be equipped with energy and water systems
adapüed to the site (with connection to the local network or solar panels and
a water tank) and individual chairs and desks (as opposed to benches) to
facilitate team work. Schools will be accessible to handicapped children.

ii. Rehabilitation and Equipment of 15 Public Schools, Rehabilitation works
will target 15 schools damaged by the earthquake or needing upgrades for
safety reasons and/or to comply with the standards described above in Part (i).

Site selection. The site selection for the 20 new schools to be constructed will be
performed by MENFP and respond to the following øiteria: (i) absence of a
school in the dish'ict; (ii) availability of land for integration into the public
domain; (iii) school age population fìom preschool to grade 9 in the district is
equal to or greater than 800, assuming double shift, as per Haitian Institute for
Statistics and Cornputing statistics; (iv) MENFP and FAES existing capacity for
work supervision in the area; and (v) formal commitment of MË'F and MENFP to
finance ând allocate the required teaching and administrative personnel on site.2

The selection of 15 schools to be rehabilitated will respond to at least two of the
fbllowing three criteria: (i) evidence of safety risks at the existing school; (ii) lack
of classrooms to ensure continued flow from at least grade 1 to 6; and (iii) lack of
equipment to ensure proper learning conditions; and to (iv) MENFP and FAES

If (ii) and (v) are not reached, the resourpes will be redirected to the rehabilitation of existing
schools destroyed by the earthquake and already provided with the necessary personnel.
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existing capacity for work supervision in the area,3 Proof of compliance with
these critcria will be a condition prior to the beginning of technical studies.

Component 2. Reduce Education Cost for Students in Public and Non-Public
Schools

The objective of this component is to support demand for education by
subsidizing its cost for families and improving its quality by providing: (i) tuition
waivers benefiting 35,000 children attending non-public schools; and (ii) free
school materials, unifornrs, arid textbooks for 30,000 children and (iii) teaching
materials for 2,000 teachers.

Component 3. Improvcd lcarning opportunities for 13,500 children annually

The objectivo of this component is to implement tools to monitor and improve the
efficiency and quality of the education system, and in particular to improve
completion rates, as well as literacy and mathematics skills. Key activities to be
financed include: (i) an interactive radio program to assist teaching in language
and maths benefitting 12,000 children; (ii) a competitive fund for educational
innovations benefîtting at least 1,500 children, (iii) technical assistance for the
development of a national testing system; and (iv) extra-cunicular activities for 6-
14 years old in one sports center.

Component 4. Increased TVET opportunities for more than 600 youth
annually

The objective of this cornponent is to improve TVËT opportunities and
employment for 600 youth annually and provide a skilled workforce for the
Northern Indushial Park (NIP). Key activities to be financed include: (i) technical
assistance to INFP to develop and irnplement the national TVET policy; (ii)
reengineering training programs in key economic sÊctors; and (iii) infrastructure
and managernent upgrades in 6 public training centers, including th¡ee in the NIP
area. The sub-components of specif:c relevance to this ESMR is further described
below:

i. Infrasúructurc and management upgradcs in 6 public training centers,
including three in the NIP area. The operation will finance the construction and
equipment of two centers in the North, one in the South' and the rehabilitation of
fhe center in Carefour (Port-au-Prinoe). The public training center in Trou-du-
Nord will undergo full rehabilitation (i.e,, demolition and replacement with a new
building on the existing site) and the center in the Canefour area of Port-au-
Prince will undergo repair and structural upgrades as deemed necessary. As with
the construction of schools (see Cornponent 1), rehabilitation of the public centers
will comply with international building codes against natural disasters currently in
use in I-Iaiti (American, Canadian, and French) pending the finalization of new

Ifexisting schools and training centers planned for rehabilitation are found to be on sites deemed
unsafe, unsanitary, or inappropriate llirough environmental and geotechnical assessmenfs, a

replacernent building may be placed on a new site, to be selectcd following the criteria (ii) and (iv)
for new construction listed above.
Cap Haitien and Jacmel (to be equipped) and Trou du Nord (to be built and equipped).

C.
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I{aitian building codes. There are no MBNFP design guidelines for training
centers. Each center will be equipped with at least four workshops corresponding
to the needs of the Iocal economy. Based on plans of other public training centers
and professional schools (ecoles professíonelles) in Haiti, the centers rnay also
include an administration building, an auditorium, a courlyard, a kitchen and
canteen, sanitation facilities (including a toilet block and a laundry room), and a
caretaker's rcsidence. Each center will be equipped with energy and water
systems adapted to the site, which rnay include connection to public networks,
supplemented by a water tower, water well, and generators.

Componcnt 5. Increase MENFP's Capacity to Implement the [ducation Plan
and Regulate the Sector

The objective of this component is to improve MENFP capacity to implement the
Education Plan and regulate the education sector. Financed activities are expected
to provide MENFP with (i) a better implementing and regulatory capacity; (ii) an
improved infomration system f'or policy design, implementation and monitoring;
and (iii) a stronger coalition of public and private partners supporting the
Education Plan.

III. EUvTRoxnlDNTAL AND SocrAL SETTTNc

A small Caribbean nation with a surface area of 27.750 km2, Haiti occupies the
western half of the island of Hispaniola, shared with its eastern neighbor, the
Dominican Republic. Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti, is home to
approximately 37% of the country's growing population of 10 million. Haiti is
divided into ten departments, which are in turn divided into 4l districts and 133

communes.

Geographically, Haiti is located in the path of hurricanes and subject to severe
tropical storms. From May to November, I{aiti is vulnerable to storms that can
cause considerable damage due to high winds, flooding,landslides and mudflows.
Haiti has the highest huricane risk index of all the small, developing island states.
In 2008, I{aiti was impacted by 4 successive humicanes.

Haiti is also located in a seismically active zone, with major earthquakes
occurring in 1751, 1771, 1842, t887,1904, 1946, and most recently in 2010. F'our
fault lines capable of producing high magnitude shocks cross its territory. The
recurrence interval is estimated at 150-200 years, with the country's two biggest
towrlso Porl-au-Prince and Cap Haitien situated directly on fault lines. Other
provincial towns like Les Cayes, Jacmel, Léogâneo Fort Liberté and Ouanaminthe
are also very close to fault lines.

Generally, the environmental setting in Haiti is characteúzed by an extremely
damaged environment. The country has experieneed rapid deforestation over the
last century: in 1923, forests covered nearly 6OYo of the teritory but only 2%
today. Stripped of vegetation, Haiti's topsoil has become vulnerable to erosion by
water and wind and degradation in quality.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4
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3.5 In addition, Haiti has recently been identified as one of the countries most
vulnerable to climate change. This makes the countryos resources rnote
vulnerable, and the increasing vulnerability in turn worsens the impact of the next
crisis, leading to disruption and constant deterioration of the productive space.

3.6 Befbre the earthquake, the construction sector was characterized by rapid,
unregulated development. Neither construction techniques nor the location of
dwellings on steep slopes made due allowance for the various risks like floods,
landslides, or earthquakes. Deforestation and the prÊsence of communities
(including inner city and coastal slurns) living at the foot of drainage basins

susceptible to flooding contribute to the country's vulnerability to storms and
landslides. Similarly, Haiti's high urban population density, coupled with the
absence of earthquake-resistant materials in construction and the overall fragility
of the infrasfiucture, contributes to its vulnerability to earthquakes.

3.7 The enviromrental crisis in Haiti is underpinned by poverty, which has had a
profoundly negative impact on the environment and residents' quality of life. 80%
of Haitians live below the poverty line, and 40.6% of its labor force of 4.81
million is unemployed. Two-thirds of Flaitians depend on the agricultural sector
for a living, primarily through small-scale subsistence farming.

3.8 Poor levels of healtir and education can further compound poverty for current and

future generations. The country ranks in the world's lowest quartile for life
expectancy (62 years) and infant mortality (54 out of 1,000 births). 360/o of Haiti's
population is under i4 years of age, but many of its youth lack the opportunity to
attend and complete school. Ottly 52.9a/o of l{aiti's population (54.8% of males

and 5l .ZYo of females) is estimated to be literate.

3.9 Prior to the earthquake, a cycle of vulnerability had emerged in Haiti whereby
environmental deterioration and natural disasters decreased agricultural
productivity, increased rural poverty, and resulted in population rnigration, which
in turn contributed to the increase in urban povefiy and environmental
deterioration. The 2010 earthquake aggravated and amplilTed these problems at a
time when environmental indicators were already critical.

3.10 Solid Waste, The Metropolitan Solid Waste Collection Service (SMCRS),
ovelsoen by the Ministry of Public Works, Transport and Communications
(MTPTC), is responsible for solid waste collection in Haitios largest city, Port-au-
Prince. Other large towns do not have sufÍrcient budget to manage solid waste and

the rate of collection vary from 7 to 4lt/o. When refuse is collected, it is taken to
dé¡totoirs sauvages (dumps, in ravines, along the coastline, etc.). Non-controlled
incineration of piles of waste is common in practically all municipalities, even

close to residential areas, leading to constant air pollution in these areas, and

exposure of local residents to smoke, dioxins and other hannful substances. The
earthquake has worsened this situation; currentlyo refuse is often piled ín the
streets, obstructing vehicular and pedestrian traffic and blocking stoffi drains,
thereby making the towns even more vulnerable to flooding. Landslides will also

exacerbate the problem of blocked drains and endanger vulnerable populations,

The SMCRS equipment was damaged by the earthquake, further reducing its
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capacity to collect waste, and the installation of camps in previously undeveloped
areas has created uncontrolled sources of pollution, In addition, the migration of
some 600,000 "earthquake refugees" llom Port-au-Prince in the Ouest
Department to other departments across the country has caused an increase in
waste generation in those areas.

3.11 Debris. Before the earthquakeo uncontrolled demolition, excavation and disposal
of debris had been a long-term cause of significant environmental damage,
significantly compromising the quality of drinking water sources in particular.
The earthquake generated 40 million m3 of debris. l.oose debris is currently being
stockpiled at random and without control, creating obstructions in streets and
making access to humanitarian aid and rcconstruction difficult. The ad hoc
location of debris has also led to deterioration in disposal practices, leading the
population to rnix domestic waste with urban debris. Hazardousþolluting
materials may be mingled with the debris, including fuel, ammonia, pesticides,
lead, heavy metals, medícal wasten asbestos, etc.o constituting a potentially
significant source of soil and groundwater pollution.

3.12 Wastewater. I{aiti does not have any form of modern sewage collection network
or wastewater treatment systems. Sanitary facilities are connected to septic tanks
or pit latrines. The latrines either connect to rainwater drainpipes or drain directly
to the ground. Septic tanks are usually emptied into waterways or holes/dumps
close to the towns. In one way or another, wastewater is discharged to the natural
environment without any prior treatment. The rainy season (May-July) can
exacerbate these sanitation and snvironmental problems.

3.13 The earthquake signifïcantly worsened sanitary conditions in a nation already at
high risk for infectious disease, especially in the camps, which in August 201I
still remained home to nearly 600,000 Haitians displaced by the earthquake. In the
canìps, even minimum sanitary installations such as pit latrines ate often
unavailable due to concrete or tarmac ground surfaces, a lack of space, and
because the camps lack the capacity to properly empty and maintain them. Since
October 2010, cholera, a water-bome disease that thrives in poor sanitary
conditions, has spread throughout the country. As of July 2011, there have been
4l9,5ll reported cases (representing roughly SYo of Haiti's total population) and
5,968 deaths.

3.14 The Operation will target communities that lacked adequate access to quality
schools and haining centers prior to 2010 and were further devastated by the
earthquake. Works will occur mainly at sites of existing, but damaged, schools
and training centers or other areas previously impacted by human development. It
is expected that sites will be selected across the country, including ín many rural
conrmunities that are especially vulnerable due to high levels of poverty.

IV. EnvInoNUENTAL AND SocrÄL IMpAcrs AND RIsKs

4,1 The Program's net social impacts are likely to be positive for those communities
which will benefit from better schools and training centers and an increase in the
public supply of education. Environmental impacts are expected to be minor and
highly localized and are typical of small to medium scale construction, including
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the generation of debris, dust, noise, and other health and safety risks to workers
and any surrounding communities during construction, and the generation of
domestic waste and wastewater during the school's operation. Rehabilitation
works will take place on existirrg sites, which may mitigate potential irnpacts,
unless the existing sites are f:ound to be unsafe, unsanitary, or inappropdate
tluough environmental and geotechnical assessments. 1Ïre main risks include the
lack of institutional capacity of the executing units to manage environmental a¡rd

social impacts and risks and the operation of the schools and the risk of additional
natural disasters. Impacts and risks can be rninimized and/or mitigated through
standard mitþation measures that will be specified in an Environmental and
Social Management Plan (ESMP) for each site.

InstÍtutional Capacity

One of the components of this Operation is aimed at strengthening the
institutional capacity of the MENFP and thereby strengthening the governance of
the edr¡cation system as a whole. The institutional capacity of the Opemtion's
other executing units, FAES and the Unité de Coordination des Projets (UCP; an
executing unit of the MENFP), also requires strengthening.

During the PURES process in 2009, it was suggested that additional capacity
building of FAES would be beneficial to ensure effective implementation of the
PURES ESMF. In particular,.the following wete suggested: (i) assistance and

teohnical strengthening of the Environmental Unit of FAES, including recruitment
of additional staff and consultants; and (ii) funds for the development of potential
Envircnmental and Social Management Plans (ESMPs). During an analysis
mission in August 2011, the Bank noted that there continues to be a need for these

two capacity-building measures, given the still limited number of Environmental
Unit staff (curently two) and growing number of school sites requiring ESMPs
under past and present Bank Operations (i.e., 37 ESMPs - covering 30 schools
financed by the IDB and an additional 7 schools co-financed by the Haiti
Reconstruction Fund - are required under HA-L1049 alone).

Based on a review of FAES forms for conducting environmental and social
assessments for proposed sites (further described in Section 5), FAES staff may
tequire additional training on how to correctly complete the forms to ensure that
the analysis of findings adequately ranks and reflects the level of risk.

The Bank fuither understands that the UPC does not curently have
environmental and social assessment tools and mitigation procedures at its
disposal. Moreover, the UPC does not have a designated department or
specialized staff for conductíng environmental and social impact assessments.

While the UPC has rehabilitated eight training centers and professional schools
in I{aiti through projects funded by the IDB (under 2385/GR-HA), European
Union, and Caribbean Development Bank in recent years' it has not been

required to systematically evaluate environmental and social impacts or develop
ESMPs for the works.

4.3

4.4

4.5
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B. Sitc Sclcction Phase

4.6 Risk of natural disasters. Poor site selection may result in school and training
center construction on land that is periodically flooded or subject to land slides.

4.7 Land use conflicts. Although site selection criteria require that construction and
rehabilitation works only occur on existing sites or alternative publicly-owned
ptoperty, there could be land use conflicts if these procedures are not followed
and the land selected does not belong to the MENFP or the municipality.

4.8 Similarl¡ the large number of donors contributing to the construction of schools
and other structures in Haiti and poor communication and coordination between
the MENFP and the municipality can and has previously resulted in the
assignment of sites to multiple donors. Overlapping assignments can result to
delays to the construction schedule and heightens the risk for the misuse of funds.

4.9 CommunÍfy tensions. There may be tensions between communities selected to
receive a nedrehabilitated school or training center and those that are not if a
reasonable justification is not provided.

C, Construction Phase

4.10 Construction waste. Demolition and construction ïvaste, which may include
asbestos, will be genelated fi'om clearing rubble and debris on existing building
sites. Machinery maintenancc activities at the construction site and the storage
and disposal of used oil, may result in accidental releases or spills. This waste
needs to be disposed of appropriately to avoid ground and water contamination,
water course siltation, propagation of disease vectors and potential human health
impacts.

4.Il Land clearing. Land cleaning and leveling activities may require cutting trees
and compacting soil, potentially contributing to deforestation and disruptions to
natural drainage pattems and increasing the risk of erosion and siltation.

4,12 Dust emissions. Dust will be generated from demolition and land clearing
activities and released from inadequate storage and handling of volatile
sonstruction material.

4,T3 Work accidents. Hazards to construction site workers include falling nraterial,
electrical faults, dangers fronr power tools and other dangerous nrachinery.

4.14 Traffic. There rnay be intemuptions and road deviations due to the circulation of
trucks/construction machine and also an increased risk of road accidents, injuring
people and/or livestock.

4.15 Noise. Noise will be genemted during construction and may represent a nuisance
to neighbors.

4.16 Procurement of construction maúerial. Required construction and rehabilitation
material for the sites will most likely include wood (plywood and hardwood),
concrete, cement, sand, cinder blocks, glass, and galvanized sheet metal. If the
selection of vendors and awarding of procurement contracts for constructjon
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material as well as labor is not a transparent process, there may be community
tensions.

D, Operational Phase

4.17 Dornestic solid waste. School and training center operations will generate

organic/food waste (kitchen and canteen) and paper (from education and
adnrinistrative activities). These wastes have to be disposed of appropriately to
prevent envirorunental pollution and the propagation of disease vectors.

4.18 Wastewater. On-site kitchens, bathrooms, and laundry facilities will generate

wastewater that urust be disposed properly. If disposed in irnproperly sited,

constructed or managed septic tanks, the wastewater can seep into and

contaminate groundwater and propagate disease vectors, including the current

cholera epidemic.

4.19 On-site wntcr supply. Potable water will be supplied by the municipality and

stored on-site in water tanks. If improperly stored and treated, the water supply in
the on-site water tower and tank may become contaminated and lesult in the

spread of waterbornç diseases.

V. M¡¡l¡,cpnanNT oF DnvlnoNuENTAL, SoctaLn HsÄ,LrH AND S,AIlItrY

A. Institutional Capacity

5.1 This Operation wíll have three executing agencies. FAES - which falls under the

authority of the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) - will execute all
components with the exception of tuition waivers under Component 2 and

Component 4. The MENFP will execute Component 2 (tuition waivero baseline
definition and impact evaluation) through its executing unit "Education for All"
(EFA) and Component 4 through its executing unit, the UCP. The three units wiil
report to the "Cellule de Piiotage" of the MENFP.

5.2 All three entities have been in operation for years and have strong track records in
developing s¡nall-scale social infrastructue associated with several Bank projects

(e.g., 854/SF-HA, 983/SF-HA, 1491/SF-HA, HA-L1040, 2385/GR-I-IA, I{A-
1049, 1016/SF-I{A). FAES has a Iong established relationship with the MENFP.
Since 1995, the Bank has contributed to the building, replacement, and repair of
406 schools through five Bank operations executed by FAES - 76 of which are

curuently underway through HA-LI049. UCP, established in 2005, has rnanaged

the rehabilitation of eight training centels and professional schools in Haiti since

2007, including lehabilitation works under 2385/GR-HA.

5.3 FAES, EFA, urd UCP have existing operations handbooks and are familiar with
the procedules of both the MENPF and the Bank. As a condition prior to the first
disbursement, each entities' manuals will be updated to reflect relevant activities
under this Operation; in the case of FAES and UCP, operations handbooks will
include the environmental and social conditions outlined in this ESMR.

5.4 In 20A9, FAËS recruited an environmental engineer to set up an Environmental
Unit within the organization and has developed tools and specification for
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environmental and social appraisal to ensure high level and uniform quality
standards of its entire civil works. This engineer has since been joined by a
second staffmember specializing in the management of natural disaster risks.

5.5 Unlike FAES, UCP does not have a dedicated depafiment or staff specializing in
environmental and social appraisal. However, its staff does include a Deputy

. Coordinator who is an engineer qualified to assess natural disaster risks,

5.6 Under the requirements of the PURES program supported by the World Bank, an
Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF) was developed in
June 2010 for use by FAES to guide the environmental and social manâgernent
activities associated with the construction of schools in compliance with national
legislation and World Bank safeguards. The PURES ESMF guides FAES' cunent
impact assessment and planning activities under I{A-1049 and will guide
activities under the present Operation. If made available by FAES and/or the
World Bank, the UCP may also look to the Frarnework for guidance, but is
othelwise advised to contract a consultant for the compl'etion of assessments and
ESMPs under this Operation (see Section VIIÐ.

B. Operational Procedures

5.7 The MENFP will propose selected sites for the schools sub-component of the
Operation, and has already selected two pre-existing sites for the training center
subcomponent at Trou-du-Nord and the Carrefour area ìn Port-au-Prince. FAES
and UCP are to conduct geotechnical studies and an environmental and social
assessment of each site prior to the commencement of construction and
rehabilitation, validatíng the site with the MENFP or the municipality prior to
projeet design. Infrastructure is to.be designed with the aim to withstand natural
elements such as hurricanes and earthquakeso and to be climate and energy
efficient to the extent possible and practical.

5.8 The following approach will be followed for this Operation to implement the
necessary mitigation measures for environmental and social risk management,
which builds on the existing process of FAES and is based on the PURES ESMF:
(Ð screening process to identify potential and environmental and social impacts;
(ii) checklists for environmental and social mitigation rneasures to reduce impacts
during project implementation; (iii) environmental and social clauses to be
inserted during works; (iv) capacity building; (v) monitoring and implementation
of mitigation measures; and (vi) estimated costs and implementation schedule.

C. Assessment and Mitigation Measures

5,9 flnvironmentnl assessment. FAES uses two fonns for evaluating environmental
risks associated with a site: (i) Environmental Evaluation of Schools (Guíde
d'Evaluation Envit'onnementale des Infrast?tclures Scolaires) and (ii) Ilisk
Evaluation of School Sites (Guide d'Evaluation des Risques des Sites des
Infras t ruct ure s Scol air e s).

5.10 The Environmental Evaluation of Schools considers impacts of the infrastructure'on 
the community; vulnerability of the site to natural disasters; surrounding

impacts on the school; impacts on the environment; waste management; access to
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drínking water; and sanitation. A system of weights and points is to be used, such
that a minimunr of 65 points (out of 100) is required for a school to be eligible
under the Operation.

5.11 The Risk Evaluation of School Sites considers in fufther detail the vulnerability of
the site to natural disastels through identifrcation of potential risks, frequency of
occunence of risks, and evaluation of the consequences of a potential impact.
This includos use of risk analysis matrix to identi$ risks; assign a rating for
fi"equency of occuuence, vulnerability, and potential impacts; and determine if the
site is suitable.

5.12 At this time, UCP does not have environmental assessment forms for use in
construction and rehabilitation projects.

5.13 Social assessment. To cornplement the findings of the environmental assessmento

FAES' Directior: de Pronotion et de Renforcement Institutionnel (DPRÐ
evaluates the social context of a site using the Framework for the Social Analysis
of Communities (Grille d'analyse socíale de communautë). The framework
considers community denrographics, sources of income, existing infrastructurc,
and conrmunity organizations, Information obtained from the assessment is
presented alongside the environmental assessment in an evaluation report as well
as used to infom ongoing public consultation activities.

5,14 At this time, UCP does not have social assessment forms for use in construction
and rehabilitation proj ects.

5.15 Gcotechnical studies. To furfher reduce the risks of natural disasters, FAES and

UCP are to request a geotechnical study for each school and training center to
ensure that the technical specifications for building foundations are appropriate to
withstand potential seismic activity. To this end, FAES and UCP are to employ
the services of the Laboratoire National du Bâtiment et dcs Travaux Publics
(LNBTP), as they have for other rccent projects. LNBTP is an autonomous
agency, the only national institution responsible for monitoring the quality of
infrastructure construction in Haiti. The LNBTP will perform geotechnical studies

through field and laboratory tests for each ofthe selected sites. Findings and data
will be compiled into a report to enable architects to make calculations of the
loadso structural elements and building foundations according to earthquake

standards. The equipment needed to conduct the tests in situ and laboratory will
be made available to the project. To overcome any logistical problems of
transporting wor* materials and samples of materials collected, the LNBTP will
be supported by FAES and UCP.

5.16 Land clearing. FAES environmental evaluation procedures include noting the
presence of trees on the project site and the PURES ËSMF guidelines call for the
re-planting of any trees removed by project activity. At this time, the UCP is not
known to have avoidance and mitigation procedures related to land clearing.

5.17 Procurement of construcúion material. Both F'AES and UCP a"re to apply the
Bank's procurement policy to the procurement of work, supplies, and services. In
the case of FAES, its FAES Operations Manual provides sample tender
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documents and outlines its steps for a fransparent, cornpetitive, and fair process,

assisted by a Procurement Specialist working under the Direction Administrative
et Financière (DAF). AII contracts rewarded by FAES and UCP will be reported
to the Bank for periodic review.

5,18 Dnergy sources. In the case of schools, electricity will be generated by solar
panels. To ensure their optimal and lasting operation, FAES has developed a Solar
Panel Maintenanca Plan. The Plan states that the solar panel supplier is
responsible for maintenance and bi-annual inspections. Users are to call the
supplier for maintenance requests. The Plan advises the supplier on purchasing
panels from leputable sources and using components that rninirnize upkeep (e.g.,
gel batteries). The Plan also outlines key maintenance tips, including tools
required for cleaning and repair and cleaning precautions to properly care for and
maximize the life of the panel.

5.19 In the case of the two training centers, UCP will supply electricity through a
connection to the public grid, supplemented by generators when the local network
is considered unreliable or unable to meet workshops' energy needs.

5.20 Water & sanitation. In May 2011, FAES signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the Direction Nationale de I'Eau Potable et de
I'Assainissement (DINEPA), a state entity established in 2009 that is
responsible for providing potable water and sanitation services. Under the
MOU, DINEPA - following the provision of applicable site information and
pre-evaluation studies from FAES * will conduct surveys and design, construct,
install, and maintain potable water and wastewater systems for FAES projects.
The MOU further notes that DINEPA will guarantee water quality and service
(e.g., quality, prossure, availability) as well as wastewater collection, treatment,

'recycling, and elirnination. The FAES-DINEPA partnership will be
implemented in HA-1049 and is also expected to be used in the present
Operation to protect the health of students.

5.21 FAES has also taken steps to improve wastewater management under I{A-L1049
by developing technical specifications for septic tanks associated with the
bathooms at each school to ensure that they are sited and constructed to prevent
groundwater contamination. These technical specifications include an analysis of
the site's physical characteristics (e.g. topography, soilo presence of ground
waûer), number of expected users, location relative to other infrastructure and
conrmunities, and requirements for design and construction (e.g. size, materials
used, ventilation).

5.22 UCP does not have an MOU with DINEPA. Its cunent procedures for potable
water involve connecting centers to the public network, supplernented by a water
tank. Sewage disposal is nranaged through septic tanks, though it is unknown
whether the agency has developed technical specifications for their management.
Contractors must submit plans for the supply and management of portable toilets
during the construction phase.

5.23 Waste treafment serviccs. The curent procedures of FAES stipulate that
construction waste should be disposed of at officially designated (and preferably
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pre-existing) sites in soaled bins. Waste should be collected on a regular basis;
daily collection is recommended, particularly during the hot season. Contractors
are to develop waste management plans, which include considerations for the
different types of waste, storage, and the method and location of disposal
developed in coordination with local municipalities,

5,24 Curent UCP procedures require that contractors supply a waste management plan.

5.25 Land tenurc. MENFP, working with the IDB, will assign school sites to FAES
using site selection criteria that include considerations of the availability of land
to be integrated into the public domain. FAES confïrms public land tenure by
requesting at least one of the following documents: a certifÏed affidavit finrn the
Directorate General of Taxes (La Direction Générale des Impôts; DGI), a

certificate from the mayor, a gift deed, a survey plan, or property title. UCP
activities will occur on existing, publicly-owned training center sites; should the
centers require relocation to new sites due to geotechnical and environmental
assessment findings, UCP is to validate land ownetship by the MENFP or
municipality prior to subsequent technical studies.

5.26 Impacts associatcd with construction. The curuent procedures of FAES and

UCP specify the mitigation measures that have to be inserted into contracts for
constructing and rehabilitating the schools and training centers. These are to
address the health and safety of employees and âny surrounding communities at
the construction site and reduce to the extent possible the generation of noiseo

dust, and traffic during construction. FAES and UCP are to visit the sites during
the construction period to confirm the implementation of these contractual
commítments.

VI. Punr.IcCo¡lsulr¿rlox

6.1 FAES is experienced in community engagement, which it employs as one of its
outreach strategies. Local communities likely to be affected will be consulted and

their input will be considered during implementation of the project. Public
consultations will be conducted with stakeholders at the identification phase of
the project and throughout the project's execution.

6.2 As part of I{A-L1040 and HA-L1049, FAES has conducted community
consultations for schools proposed by the MËNFP. The purpose of the
consultations was to present the progranr and methods used for site selection,
understand community expectations, and answer any questions of general interest.

The meetings ended with a vote by the community on whether to proceed with the
project. Public consultations are to be conducted for all 35 schools to be

constructed or rehabilitated.

6.3 UCP does not have a formal public consultation procedure but engages with the
INFP and key stakeholders of the specific training centers to be constructed or
rehabilitated. The UCP is to develop a public consultation plan and implement it
for the training centers to be rehabilitated.
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VII. Onrnarrox CoupLTANCE Evlluerro¡l
Rcgulatory and InstÍtutional Contexú

The Decree on Environmental Management (Décret sur Ia Gestion de
I'Environnement et de kt Régulation de Iø ConduiÍe des Citayens et Citoyennes
pour un Ðéveloppentent Durable) of 2005 regulates environmental impacts and
necessary mitigæion measures in Haiti. It stipulates the need for an EIA for all
projects likely to have environmental Ímpacts as well as public disclosure of its
findings.

The Decree N. 199/PRG/SGG/89 codifies requirements for conducting an
Environmental Impact Assessment, which specifies circumstances and conditions
requiring the preparation of an EIA. However, it is uncleal whether an EIA is
required under this Decree for building school or tlaining center infrastructurc, as
the decree does not include a detailed categorization of subprojects that would
require an EIA but only a list of sector activities. The Ministry of Environment
has a designated EIA Unit that does not have sufficient capacity to fulfill its
mandate. For the purposes of this Operation, a full EIA will not be required for
each site; however, FAES procedures specify the need for an Environmental
Assessment of the sites prior to final selection and the start of construction.

Building permits are required and authorized by municipalities once construction
plans have been approved by the Public Ministry of Labor, Transportation and
Communication (TPTC) or at the departmental level.

Until the earthquake of January 20i0, Haiti had no national building codes.
Technical standards that were used were detennined by the educational background
of the engineers responsible for the design of those pmjects. Most common norms
were, in order of importance: French norns, American norms (Arnerican Society of
Civil Engineers) and Canadian nonns. The Government has taken the following
actions to address the absence of national cor¡struction codes. The LNBTP is in the
procÆss of developing new construction codes and finalizing building guidelines to
cover short-term needs. LNBTP has already issued guidelines regarding the quality
of construction materials to be used. The project HA-L1048 (Support to the
National Building and Public lïlorks Laboratory [LNBfPil provided partial
financing to imprcve the quality of design and construction ofnew buildings, and to
ensure the safety of the repairs to surviving buildings.

The government âlso created through the MENFP a commission for school
infrastructure in charge ofoverseeing school design and school construction. The
commission is currently formed on an ad-hoc basis and includes representatives
of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Public Works. MENFP design
guidelines developed to date define standards for two types of school: (i) I
classrooms for preschool Q5 students per classroom) to grade 6 (40 studerüs per
classroom) and (ii) 11 classrooms for preschool to grade 9. All schools are to have
an administration building, including a director's offìce and teachers' toom, an
equipped library, sanitary facilities, a sehool cânteen, and a kitchen.

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5
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I{aiti does not have environmental and disaster risk management entities that
regulate construction and rehabilitation activities.

FAES, The Environmental Unit of FAES will ensure that the impact assessment

conf'ornrs with the requirements of relevant ministries, specifically: (i) the Law
Decree of 2005 regarding environmental management and the guidance for
conducting an ELA of the Ministry of the Environment; (ii) the standards for
school buildings being developed by the MENFP; (iii) other official standards

including standards for the acquisition of building permits and LNBTP guidelines;
(iv) FAES Operations Manual approved by the Bank; and (v) the I'URES ESMF.

UCP. As with FAES, UCP will ensure that the impact assessment conforms with
the requirements of relevant ministries, speciflrcally: (i) the Law Declee of 2005
regarding enviroruuental management and t'he guidance for conducting an EIA of
the Ministry of the Environment; (ii) other official standards including standards

for the acquisition of building permits and LNBTP guidelines; md (iii) the UCP
Operations Halrdbook approved by the Bank. If made available by FAES and/or
the World Bank, the UCP may also look to the PURES ESMF for guidance, but is
otherwise advised to contract a consultant for the completion of assessments and
ESMPs under this Operation (see Section VIII).

IDB Requirements

Based on a review of curent FAES and IJCP operational procedures, this
Operation will comply with the following Bank directives of the Environmental
and Safeguard Compliance Policy, Disaster Risk Management Policy, and

Operational Policy on Gender Equality in Development, f'ollowing the
implernentation of recommendations made in this ËSMR:

i. 8.5 (Environmentnl Assessment). The Environmental Unit of FAËS and UCP
are responsible for ensuring that environmental impact assessment studies are

conducted for each site prior to the execution of projects against specified social
and environmental criteria, including natural disasters risks. Criteria include: (i)
impact of infrastructure on 1he community; (ii) vulnerability of the sites to
natural disasters (given geographical and topographic characteristics); (iii)
respecting buffer zones around water resources and others; (iv) protecting areas

and/or habitat of endangered species; (v) installing structures to prevent impacts
on soil and drainage areas of the selected zone; (vi) and prutecting cultural and

historical sites. FAES and UCP are to conduct technical studies including an

analysis of the soil and a land survey, to be perfolrned either by FAES and UCP
staff or by external consultants depending on the complexity of the tâsk.

ii. The Enviro¡rmental Unit of FAËS and UCP are to conduct site visits and

analyses of environmental and social risks as well as vulnerability to natuml
disasters. The entities will also consider environmental mitigation measutes as

stipulalrd in a set of Guidelines that were created as part of the HA-L1040
(Annex l), environmental monitoling and commitment of the cornmunity.
FAES and UCP may reject existing sites if these ale not deemed to be secure

and based on the findings of the risk analysis and/or if proposed risk mitigation
measures are insufficienl or too expensive.

7.8

B.

7.9
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iii. As UCP does not have existing staff or tools for envirorrmental and social
appraisal, it may look to the PUR-ES ESMF (if made available by FAES and/or
the World Bank), which outlines procedures for the identification, review, and
validation of impacts and mitigation measures and the preparation of
Environmental and Social Management Plans (ESMPs). The PURES ESMF has

been similarly used by FAES as a guide in Operation HA-LI049. Otherwise, the
UCP is advised to contract a consultant for the completion of assessments and
ESMPs under this Operation (see Section VIIÐ.

iv. 8.6 (Consultaúion). FAES has a process in place for evaluating each site prior
to project design, which includes meeting with the beneficiaries (communities).
FAES uses its Framework for the Social Analysis of Communities (Grille
d'analyse sociøle de communauté) to collect information on demogtaphics,
sources of income, existing infi'astructureo and community organizations. The
plesence of FAES satellite off-rces across the country, each staffed by
'þromoteurs" responsible for public engagement who work under the ÐPRI,
also provides for continuity in public consulfation efforts between FAES and
communities during and after site construction.

v. As UCP does not have a formal public consultation process, it may look to the
PURES ESMF for guidance (if made available by FAES and/or the $/orld
Bank), which outlines procedures for public consultation. Otherwise, the UCP is
advised to contract a consultant for the design and implementation of public
consultatíon activities (see Section VIII).

vi. 8.7 (Supervision and Compliance). The Head of the Environmental Unit of
FAES and a designated Environmental Specialist at, or contracted by, UCP will
monitor and evaluate the implementation of environmental management
measures and ensure that all sites are visited. FAES and UCP will submit
regular reports to the Bank at each stage of the project every six months, which
will include iuformation on the status of implernentation of social and
environmental nritigation measures, findings of the annual operation plan and
follow-up site visits, and any concerns or problems related to environmental or
social issues.

vii. 8.11 (Pollution Prevention nnd .4.batement). The Environmental Unit of
FAES and UCP are responsible for developing Environmental and Social
Management Plans for each site, which wilt: a) confirm that the evaluation of
the impacts is adequate, b) minimize, as much as possible, any impact resulting
from construction and operations, and c) propose mitigation measures to limit
identified negative impacts as stipulated in the Guidelines provided under
project I{A-L1040 (Annex I and Annex 2), which have been incorporated into
the FAES Operations Manual and are to be incorporated in the UCP Operations
I{andbook. Both FAES and UCP ate to further insert all social and
environmental requirements during the construction phase into work contrâcts.

viii. DÍsaster Risk Management Policy. This Operation will not require a Disaster
Risk Assessment (DRA) Report given the relatively minor risks associated with
the constructìon activities outlined in Components I and 4. However, as under
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Safeguald 8.5 (Environmental Assessment), FAES and UCP al'e rcsporlsible fot
incorporating natural disasters risk considerations (e.g,, vulnembility of site,
materials, equipment, and communities to hurricanes, flooding, landslides,
earthquakes, etc.) into environmental and social assessrnents and ESMPs,
adopting mitigation nìeasures that reduce vulnerabilities where possible.

ix. Operational Policy on Gender Equality in Development. This Operation
presents an opportunity to pronrote gender equality and the empowerment on
women through educatíon and vocational training. All activities capiured under
the Operation components should take into account specifrc gender needs of
both ¡nen and women to rninimize potential barriers to participation or benefit.
Ðxecuting enfities recording numbers of project beneficiaries ars to also

disaggregate project beneficiaries by sex.
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VIII. RncoMMENDATtoNS

Recommendations for FAES

Incorporate the following recommendations for improvement into the FAES
Operations Manual:

i. Plocedures to conduct checks with the mayor's offìce in local municipalities
following site assignments by the MENFP to confirm the sites' award to only
one party, thereby minirnizing potential land conflicts. The Operations
I-landbook should also outline the process to be followed if the site is found to
have been assigned to more than one palty.

ii. Revisions to the Solar Panel Maintenance Plan developed under
recommendations for HA-L1049, including rcquirements that suppliers are to:
(i) provide maintenance service cont¿ct details (e.g., phone number) to school
stewards; (ii) clearly outline any limitations to maintenance service due to
certain repairs by unauthorized persons; (iii) describe anti-theft measures; and
(iv) provide guidance on the placement of solar panels to maximize cleaning
accessibility and the receipt of sunlight while minimizing potential damage
fi'om exposure.

iii. Any revisions to Septic 1'ank Guidelines, developed under recommendations for
HA-L1049 to improve wastewater management, based on FAES discussions
with DINEPA, which is responsible for the provision and management of
sanitation services.

Develop and submit to the IDB for review a Staffing Plan that describes the
Envirorunental Unit's capacity to manage tasks under this Operation given curr€nt
assessment and ESMP commitments, noting the number of staff required and
resource requirements.

In coordination with the IDB, develop and submit to the IDB for review a
guidance document and template for a Comprehensive Environmental and Social
Management Plan (CESMP). Two Operation-specific CESMPs, informed by the
PURES ESMF, are to replace FAES ESMPs for individual school rehabilitation
and construction projects funded under HA-L1049 (cunently numbering 37) and
HA-L1060, but will also include sections outlining site-specific issues as

necessary.

Rccommendations for UCP

Based on. íts review of available documentafíon as of September 2011, the Bank
understands lhat lhe UCP does nol have a process for assessing, mitigating, and
managing environmentøl and social risks and impacts presented by construclion
and rehabilitation projects. A process must be in place to meet IDB støndards for
o Cütegory B project.

Develop and submit to the IDB for review a plan that includes tools, procedures,
schedule, and staff to: (i) assess enviromnental and social irnpacts; (ii) develop
Environmental and Social Management Plans (ESMPs); (iii) conduct public
consultation; and (iv) monifor UCP and contractor performance against the

8.2

8.3

B.

8.4

8.5
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IlSMPs. The plan should account for assessing and managing risks irrcluding
those outlined in Sections IV and V, and incorporate measures to comply with
national legislation and IDB directives of the Environmental and Safeguard
Cornpliance Policy as outlined in Section VII. In developing the plan, the UCP
rnay look to FAES and the PURËS ESMF as well as other documented Bank
guidance for environmental and social appraisal.

8.6 Develop, and submit to the IDB for review general environmental and social
requirements to be inserted into work contracts for contractors.

8.7 Incorporate the plan and requirements outlined in 8.5 and 8,6 into the UCP
Operations Handbook.

8.8 Contract at least one consultant familiar with the IDB Environmental and
Safeguard Compliance Policy and other international standards for the assessment
and management of enviromnentai and social impacts in construction and
rehabilitation projects, as well as public consultation, to develop and implement
the environmental and social impact assessments, public consultation activities,
and ESMPs required by this Operation,

C. Rccommendations for Both FAAS and UCP

8.9 Contract at least one structural engineer to ensure that construction and
rehabilitation works meet national and institutional requirements. '

8.10 Create or expand an MOU with the Laboratoire National du Bâtiment et des
Travaux Publics establishing the terms of collaboration to review construction
materials.

8.1 t Incorporate into the operations handbooks procedures for the avoidance of tree
removal or damage at project sites to the extent possible and practical. The
procedures should require a written justification when removal is necessary and
outline mitigations measures (e.g., replanting) to be followed.

8.12 Incorporate into operations handbooks the guidelines provided under project HA-
L1040 (,A.nnex 1) and recommendations rnade under HA-L1049.

8.13 Train key staff are trained on changes to the FAES and UCP operations
handbooks with regards fo environmental and social impact assessment and
management.

8.14 Submit to the IDB fol review:

i. Schedules for implementing envfuonmental and social assessments, undertaking
public consultation, and developing ESMPs for each site.

ii. Design guidelines for the construction and rehabilitation of the schools and
training centers for withstanding natural elements (e.9., hunicanes and
earthquakes) and be climate and energy effìcient to the extent possible and
prâctical.

iii. Completed forms, checklisfs, reports, and the geotechnical studies fur the
environmental and social assessments as well as the Comptehensive
Environmental and Social Management Plan (CESMP) for the constructed and
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rehabilitated schools (in the case of FAES) and the two Environlnental and

Social Management Plans (ESMP) for the rehabilitated training centers (in the
case of UCP).

D. Recommcndations for the IDB

8.15 Review all documentation required in these recommendations and conduct
follow-on actions as appropriate.

8.16 Perform direct supervision actions (e.g., site visits) on a semiarurual basis to support
the cornpliance with all the envirorunental and social requirements of the loan.



ANNEX B

Gn lNr Pnopos¡,r, IIA-XI032

Co- FrNaNcrNG oF Tnrc GovnnNMENT or FrNr,rNo ro
Trm SuppoRT To rrm furr,nnmNTlTroN or EoucerroN Pr,llv rNn Rnronu rn Harrr

Pno¡¡cr (HA-L1060)

A. BacrcRouNo

1.01 As approved by the Board of Directors and pursuant to paragraph 2.2 and 2.3 of the
grant proposal for operation I{A-L1060, the second operation of the five year Bank
supported education program in Haiti (Program), donors may contribute resources to
support any of the project's components listed in any of the operations of the
Program, such as operation HA-L1060, in the form of a trust fund contribution or a
Project Specific Grant (PSG), as it is contemplated herein. The IDB (hereafter the
Bank) may establish a commitment from each donor through an administrative
agreement without the requirement of preparing or approving a separate project
proposal.

1.02 The Govemment of Finland (GOF) will provide co-financing resources to support
selected sub-components of Components 1, 3 and 5 of operation IIA-L1060 as further
detailed in this Annex B.

B. THn OpnuuoN ToBr Co-Fnv¡,Ncro (IIA-L1060)

1.03 Operation HA-L1060 contributes to the Bank's Program supporting the following
objectives of the Haitian Education Plan: (i) improving access to education;
(ii) improving the quality of education; (iii) improving Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (TVET) opportunities; and (iv) strengthening Ministry of
Education and Professional Training (MENFP's) institutional capacities and
governance.

1.04 More specifically, operation IIA-L1060 objectives are to: (i)increase the public
supply of education benefitting 15,000 children annually; (ii) reduce education costs
for 75,000 primary students; (iii) improve education quality through educational and
technological innovations benefitting 13,500 children; (iv) improve TVET
opportunities through a sustained investment effort and innovations in managing the
sector and training centers benefitting at least 600 youth annually; and (v) increase
MENFP's capacity to implement the Education Plan and regulate the education
sector.



C. Pnopos¡- Fon GOF Co-rrNrxcrNc oF opERATIoN IIA-L1060

1.05 The co-financing of GOF will support and upscale the objectives of operation
HA-L1060 and in particular its Components I and 3 which objectives are to: (i)
increase public supply of education, and (ii) improve learning opportunities and
in particular for literacy and mathematics skills in early grades through
innovations. More specifically, this co-financing will allow an expansion of the
following key activities: (i) the construction of 5 additional public schools in areas

deprived of schools, under Component 1, and (ii) an interactive radio program to
assist teaching in language and math benefitting 12,000 children and (iii) a
competitive fund for educational innovations benefitting at least 1,500 children, both
under Component 31. Also it will cover the administrative cost of the Executing
Agency (FAES) as part of Component 5 to manage the additional activities.

Component l.Increased public supply of education

1.06 fncreasing the public supply of education by constructing and equipping public
schools in areas deprived of schools. Key activities to be financed are the
construction and equipment of 5 additional public schools in areas deprived of
schools, benefitting 2,050 more children annually. These schools will each follow the
constructions nonns defined by MENFP in November 2010. Each school will
accommodate 410 children in two preschool classrooms and nine grade l-9
classrooms. All schools will also have an administration building, including an office
for the director and a working room for teachers, an equipped library, sanitary
facilities, a school canteen and a kitchen. Each school will also be equipped with
energy and water systems, individual chairs and desks, and be accessible for disabled
children.

1.07 The site selection for the 5 new public schools will be performed by the MENFP and
respond to the following criteria, among others, for this project: (i) absence of school
in a district; (ii) availability of land for integration into the public domain; (iii) school
age population from preschool to grade 9 in the district as per official statistics equal
or greater than 800, assuming double shift; and (iv) fonnal commitment of Ministry of
Finance (MoF) and MENFP to finance and allocate the required teaching and
administrative personnel on site2.

Component 3. Improved learning opportunities

1.08 The Interactive Radio Program (IRP) will provide a transitional solution to
transform classrooms into interactive learning environments. Traditional math
and reading lessons will be supplemented by half-hour programs broadcasted daily
into classrooms and designed to guide teachers through the use of songs, dramas, and

Details regarding strategic approach in sector, implementation sequencing, harmonization and alignment,
participation and ownership as well as social and environmental safeguards, among other are detailed in Annex
A.

If criteria are not met, the resources will be redirected to the reconstruction of existing schools in poor
conditions and already provided with the necessary personnel.



interactive learning activities. This program known in Haiti as Edíkasyon a Distans
and officially recognized by MENFP, will be reactivated after an intemrption in 2008
due to lack of funding. Impact evaluations have shown that after two years, the
average scores of beneficiaries in Haiti significantly exceeded those of
non-beneficiaries in math and comprehension; students also spent more time on task.
Teaching techniques, such as encouraging student participation, also improved.

1.09 At the end of operation HA-L1060, including this co-financing, 12,000 children from
grades 2-4 in 100 schools will have improved their literacy and math skills. IDB and
GOF resources will support the upgrade of the interactive radio program, following a
rigorous monitoring and evaluation protocol. IDB resources will finance the revision
of the existing programs in math and literacy for grades 2-4 and their implementation
in 100 public and non-public schools randomlf selected within one department. The
GOF resources will support the adaptation of a new literacy and math program for
preschool that will be tested in at least 10 additional preschools, benefitting at least
300 additional children.

1.10 Competitive tr'und for Educational Innovations (the Fund). The objective of the
Fund is to improve the quality of education through the use of digital technology in
schools. The IDB and GOF resources will finance the implementation of innovative
solutions in at least 20 schools built or rehabilitated under operations HA-L1049 ard
HA-L1060 benefitting at least 1,750 children (two grades per school)4. The selection
process and supervision will be driven by a steering committee comprised of MENFP
experts and technical partners' representatives, as further detailed in the Competitive
Fund's operating manual. The Fund will finance proposals based on a competitive
process and specific technical criteria, including demonstrated impacts on learning,
applicability within the local context, number of beneficiaries and potential for scaling
up. The selection process will be open to all public institutions, Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs), and private groups. Among other issues, proposals should
include the definition of modalities for capacity building within MENFP, and
monitoring and evaluation plans. These initiatives will be anchored within the
MENFP National Education Technology Strategy, which is currently being
developed, with the support of the technical cooperation HA-T1093.

Component 5. Strengthening executing capacity

1.11 The MENFP will execute this co-financed operation using FAES. The GOF will
support the additional cost of FAES, strengthening its capacity for supervision of

3 An experimental evaluation, a randomized control trial (RCT), will be conducted as part of the monitoring
and evaluation plan of this operation, with the objective of thoroughly identi$ing the impacts of interactive
radio on learning outcomes, time-on-task measurements and internal efüciency variables, among others. A
baseline will be conducted at the beginning ofschool year 2013-2014 , for the 200 schools in the treatment
and control groups, and follow up measurements and sr¡rveys will take place at the end of the same school
year. Schools will be randomly selected according to the evaluation design, which is part of the implementation
of operation HA-LI060.

' Within the framework of the National Education Technology Strategy under the Bank financed technical
cooperation HA-T1093.



works and services. Such costs include: consultants and supplies required for the
execution of the expanded activities.

D. TOTAL COST OF CO-FINANCING BY GOF

l.l2 The total cost of the proposed co-financing by GOF will be 5 million euros for
Components 1,3 and 5 of operation IIA-L1060.

1.13 The GOF commits to provide, 5 million euros to support the activities of operation
I{A-L1060 in accordance with section C above. Final resources in US dollars will be
dependent on the exchange rate of the date when the resources are received by the
Bank from the GOF in euros and converted into US Dollars. If a significant adverse

movement in exchange rates reduces the amount of US dollars contemplated in this
budget from GOF and such amount cannot be covered by the contingency line item,
the activities contemplated in Section C above and the budget will be decreased and

adjusted accordingly by the project team.s

l.l4 The GOF will provide co-financing resources for the components identified as part of
operation HA-L1060 "support to the Implementation of the Education Plan and

Reform in Haiti" (in the amount of US$56,790,000) that was approved by the Board
of Executive Directors of the Bank on November 23,2011. As described above, all
activities proposed to be financed pursuant to this Administrative Agreement are

supporting certain components of operation HA-LI060:6

BUDGET TIsLn

Catesories

GOF
Co-financing

lEurosl
Component L. Increased public supply of education
Construction of 5 schools

2,5000,000
2.s00.000

Component 3. Improved learning opportunities
Interactive radio program
Competitive Fund for Educational Innovations and technical
assistance

2,200,000
500,000

1,700,000

Component 5.
Executins unit cost

200,000

Audit, Monitoring and Evaluation
Financial audit

100,000

5 For IDB intemal and reference purposes only, the 5 miltion euro contribution, as of 26March 2013 is equivalent

to US$6.48 million based on the exchangerate 1.29. However all donor contributions will be made in Euros and

the exact exchange rate may vary according to the disbursement date as stated in 4.1.1. of the Amended and

restated cooperation Framework Arrangement between the GoF and IDB.

6 Relevant sections of operation HA-LI060 (Annex A) related to the implementation (including procurement, social

and environmental safeguards, among others) are applicable.



Monitoring and evaluation 78,000

E. EXECUTION AND MANAGEMENT PLAN

1.15 fmplementation timeline. The co-financing will be implemented according to the
timeline established for operation HA-LI060.

1.16 FAES is the execution agency for operation HA-L1060 and this co-financing. The
execution arrangements for the schools construction contemplates a partnership with
Finn Church Aid (FCA), whereby FCA would support FAES for the implementation
of the activities contemplated in Component 1 of the present co-financing by GOF.
FCA's partnership with FAES and MENFP will cover l0 schools (5 schools to be
financed by GOF and 5 others to be financed by operation HA-L1060). With this
arrangement, operation HA-L1060 would additionally benefit of up to I million euros
as an in-kind contribution from FCA. The final amount of FCA's in-kind contribution
depends on the selected sites and the support from FCA's partners. MENFP, FAES,
FCA and IDB will work together in order to ensure the smooth implementation of the
Project.

l.l7 The roles and responsibilities of MENFP, FAES, and FCA will be agreed upon, under
an MOU agreement signed between them, in which the scope of their collaboration
will be determined.

1.18 tr'inancing arrangements. The resources to be granted by the GOF will be provided
to the Bank through a Project Specific Grant (PSG). A PSG is administered by the
Bank according to the "Report on COFABS, Ad-Hocs and CLFGS and a Proposal to
Uniff Them as Project Specific Grants (PSGS)" (Document SC-114).

1.19 Gender considerations. As stated in "Environmental and Social Management
Report" of Annex A: Operation HA-L1060 presents an opportunity to promote gender
equality and the empowerment on women through education and vocational training.
All activities captured under the Operation components takes into account specific
gender needs of both men and women to minimize potential barriers to participation
or benefit, such as building toilets for both girls and boys. Executing entities
recording numbers of project beneficiaries are to also disaggregate project
beneficiaries by sex.

1.20 Conditions for disbursement of the Contribution to the Government of Haiti
(GOÐ. Unless the Bank and GOF agree otherwise in writing, the grant agreement
whereby the Bank transfers the Contribution of the present co-financing to GOH
(referred to as the Additional Financing agreement) for the implementation of the
activities contemplated in this Administrative Agreement and its Annex B, will be



subject to the following condition precedent to disbursement to the satisfaction of the
Bank: that FAES , MENFP and FCA have signed a memorandum of understanding in
form and substance satisfactory to the Bank, which will include site selection for the
construction of the 10 schools.

F. REPORTING

I.2l Reporting. The Bank shall provide the Donor with a copy of bi-a¡rnual progress
reports regarding this Contribution within 90 days following the end of each
semester (that is by the end of September and by the end of March) as well as a copy
of the Project Monitoring Report. The Bank will also provide the Donor with a copy
of the project annual financial audit including the review of procurement and
disbursement processes within i20 days following the end of each fiscal year, and a
final project financial audit to be submitted within 120 days following the last
disbursement date. A final evaluation will be conducted as part of operation [IA-
L1060 and will be delivered to the Donor upon completion. The executing agency
will be responsible for the preparation of the report. The Bank will be responsible for
the submission to the donor.



Uru.lrnr Rnsur,rs FRAMEwoRK

Components Base 2012

Year 1

l2o73l2Ot4
school year)

Year 2

l2ot4/207s
school year)

Target
(end of

project /2015)

':rr'r'lY:nt

Outcome

Gross enrollment rate from preschool to grade 9
in the districts {sections communales) targeted
by the project.

TBD

2017
TBD

2Ot3/2014
TBD

2OL4/201-5

TBD

2075/2076

Number of preschool to grade 9 students
benefitting annually from additional and
improved learning space.

4,000 3000
(BrD)

15,000
(BrD)

1û00{FcF)*

1.5,ü00

(BrD)

205û
(FCF)

Boys 2,OOO 1500
(BrD)

7,5û0
(BrD)

50t
{FCF)

7,50t
(BrD)

1025
(FCF)

Girls 2,000 1500
(BrD)

7500
(BrD)

5ûr
(FCF)

7500
(BrD)

1S25
(FCF}

Output

Number of new schools open for enrollment in

areas deprived of school.
0 0 15

(BrD)
È

(FcF)

2A

(BrD)

5

(FCF)

Outcomes

Learning outcomes for students (grade 2-4)
benefitting from the interactive radio program

{% of standard deviations).

TBD in
lmpact

Eva luation

ïBD in
lmpact

Evaluation

TBD in lmpact
Eval uation

Outputs

Number of children (grade 2-41 benefitting from
the interactive radio program.

0 0 12,000
(BrD)

30û
fFCF}

12,000
(BrD)

300
fFCFì

Number of children benefitting from the Fund

for Educational lnnovation in 20 schools built
under HA-11049 and HA-11060.

0 0 1,500
(BrD)

2s0
IFCFI

1,750

*FCF: Firmish Co-Financing
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